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FRE:CACI]

As tnis report or tne Tnird Annual Conference for tne Teaoning of
Englisn in Georgia comes to you, plans for the 1975 Conference are already
well underway,. Indeed plans for next summer's conference began with
tne suggestions and comments given by those of vou who at,enaed the 1974
.2onference.

Pernaps at tnis point it is appropriate to remind you of the purpose
and nature of tnis particuir conference. The idea of an annual conference
in _-.?orgia came from leaders in tne Geozgia Council of Teachers of English
d,ring the ahn-al National Council convention in Atlanta in 1970. The
bang,age Education Department of the College of Education, University of
3eorgia, agreed to ',pint sponsorship and appropriate committees were named.
ne First Annual Conference convened In Tuly of 1972. Whatever success

tne conference nds had -- and it has been successful beyond the expecta-
tions of those wno initiated it -- is a result of the active, sincere
Involvement of the participants. And this involvement has affirmed the
rightness of the rationale that nas guided planning for the conferences
tnds far.

First, the conference should bring together a broad spectrum of teachers
and administrators concerned witn tne teaching of reading, English, and
tne language arts. Thus, some sessions should deal witn issues, princi-
ples, and theories pertinent to all levels pre-school, elementary, sec-
ondary, and post-secondary. Through tne years this effort to promote
discussion among participants wnose points of view and day-to-day tasks
vary widely should make it a positive force for improving articulation in
Englisn curricula throughout the state.

Second, because the majority of those attending the conference are
classroom teachers, its program should provide opportunities for teachers
to talk to teachers, to share their problems and their successes. Small
group sessions in which teachers demonstrate or present innovative mater-
ials or practices ana tnen participate in the ensuing discussion is one
way of meeting this neec to exchange and extend promising ideas.

Third, for at least one session, the conference should bring in "out-
siders" qualified to discuss the political and social pressures that affect
the context in whicn we teach. We are doomed to futile discussion, to
talking to ourselves only, unless we actively seek to deepen our own
understanding of societal pressures and to make "outsiders" more knowledge-
able about our concerns.

Fourth, since a major purpose of the conference is to encourage the
exchanging of ideas among participants, the program will not follow the
speaker-who-lectures-to-attenders model. General sessions will be limited,
leaving much time for small group sessions ana for exploring available
rescur-:es. :loreoer, tne key speaker will be asked to observe and parti-
cipate in the program throughout the conference and in the final session
give a brief evaluative summary of his observations and impressions.



These the% are the broad guidelines tnat nave shaped the conferences

thus far. It seems to us important tnat yoo understand them and evaluatt,
this report in light of tnem and that as we work and plan together for
another year you decide what modifications need to be made. Your involve-

ment indicates tnat you regard this as your conference. It is impor ant
tnat you continue to make it serve your needs, for as long as it , it

will remain a viable, stimulating experience for those who attend,

Mary J. Tingle
Coordinating Chairman

Emily B. flregory

Program Co-Chairman
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°relit for tne success of tie .nird AnnuaL Conference for the Teaching
of Eng_isn goes tc

- Ine participants who came with significant questions to discuss
and witn ideas and Interests to snare
The Leadership teams tnat directed and contributed much to tne
grpup sessions t.te moderators and consultants, the presenters
and recorders wnose reports fade cnis publication possible, and

nosts and nostesses
Stepnen Judy, the 'Neynote speaxer, whose formal and informal
participation in tne conference was invaluable

-The panelists wno discussed issues of statewide interest in the
Second General Session: Carl Hodges, Executive Secretary of GAE;
Joel Formby, :natnam County Schools; Lester Solofflon, Georgia
Z.lepartment of Education; Moses Norman, Superintendent of Area V,
Atlanta Scnools; Alva Sanxs,uscogee County Schools; Edmund Martin,
Georgia Educational improvement Council; Ramon Veal, Language
E.:LIcation Department, university of Georgia, Moderator
-ine publishing companies whose displays of excellent materials were
an integral pert of the conference
Boards of El-ucation and scnooi principals wno, tnrough financial aid,
increment credit, and otner forms of recognition, encouraged their
teachers to attend
The State Department of Education for its support through the parti-
,Apation of James E. :ottoms and Lester Solomon

-The cnairme% of the conference committees -- Mary J. Tingle, Coordi-
nating Mai)-mar; F1.-woro, Hospitality; Alvin Railey, Exhibits;

Emiiv Gregory and VaLerie Lccxett, Program -- and those who assisted
tnem

- May Jessp, other graduate students, and secretaries in Language
Education who filled in wnerever they were needed
-Angelia Moore wno organized and handled all preconference and Univer-
sity student registration for tne group sessions
;he Advisory Planning, Committee that determined the organization of
tne conference and offered suggestions to tne various confc Tice

committees
The National Council of Teacners of English for helping provide a
consultant lot tne conference, Stephen Judy

- Paul lea, Coordinator of conferences sponsored by the College of
Education in the Center For Continuing Education

- The Language Education Department of the College of Education, Uni-

versity of Georgia, and the Georgia Council of Teacners of English
for for sponsoring the conference and giving it tne support neces-
sary for its success.

James M. i3rewbaker, President GCTE
Emily B. Gregory, Program Co-Chairman
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1.Ac ''S: 't ANL P1iLi

f_hgl'ch febresentative,
Na,naa C.:fr.-la of

.no r1 is in ttle :3's: Prospc' ts and Priorities," is one
'hat I picked several months ago. ;:fien I sat down and began to work on the
notes tor this talk a few weeks al.°, I began to get rather edgy about it,
fe:ause it is in many respects ..angerous in.:eel to tali, abou "prospects and

iorities" in this turbulent year ot 1 17q. riowever , I did get a start on
tne top i,: from the title of a panel in whiuo I participated in recently:
h W .,O You :.now here You :%re bing It You bsn't now Where You've Been?"

was a discussion of tbe role of historical background in the prepara-
tion of Ph::, candidates. Taking my cue from that, I would like to spend
a little time t:1 is afternoon ..laring sometooaghts about where we've been
in too teacnng English, particuiarly in ti,o. pist Len yea:s, before
g,:ihg on to the riskier topio of "prospects and priorities."

llr teacoing sob;eot, English, is relatively new in the schools. It

nas only been an established scnooi subject for approximately one hundred
years, :,lat it nas been a subleot teat has uncergone quite a few "revolations"
,:urir.; its :listory. Leon on t-e'.;e revolutions has .oeen punctuate] by a
major committee rebcrt, a weigafy uscuf:,-..ht tor iingliso teachers to study.

R,-!pert c toe mnt tee of ',en of the National Education
Association, a report toat was concern :a with college preparation and the
articulation between toe secondary 3u5 )0J5 an i the colleges. In 1.)17,
Times Fleming hosi ooaacd a joint committee of NLA and NCTE wnich issued
:<eorgani:atio;i of Eng_,.ish in secondary bctiools, a repo.'t concerned with

,.emooratidihg Englisa, particularly in toe language preparation of children
of Immigrants. In 1335 we had the so-called "Experience Curriculum," which
was progressive education's contribution to no teacning of English; 1968
saw tne Basic Issues Conference cothierned witn an structure,
sei,ehoe, the spiral :urrical in, and sc on. An] most recently we had the
:'artmouto Cmference.

It is ratner airlicuit to assess toe impact of earn of tnese conferences
ens revoutions on the s0000ls.. I'm afrail that all too often the revolutions
took place it upper levels documents were is3tieu; a few people read the
locuments; an: not very muo-, nappenea in the sc,r)ols as a result. For
example, the hos::: Report argue.: tnat for too tong tne colleges had been
prescribing books like Julius Caesar ana Silas !larner as required reading
for secondary school students. Hosic pointed out tnat these were not es-
pecially appropriate books, at least for all high school students, and
re.:3:mnended that more liberalize: literature curricula be introduced. Yet
too net effect of the hosic F.oport (as you know) WaS to. Julius Caesar
an.: iLas arner and toe classical canon continued to dominate for at
least fifty more years. Similarly, tne Experience Curriculum made some
interesting recommendations about tne so-calleU "social applications" of

arg.,ing that Enalisu was not ,olely concerned wiLO academic
matters, witn college preparation, tnat the teaching of English should be
related to "life," as well as to academic preparation. but about all that
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re:mains ,.: toe ixperieoae Curriculum toese tayu is :a occasionak note in
gri7mJr Ice,, n "now to dhswer toe teiepecne."

, reVO- t n 0:^:Der ::.-2nCe
. : ?Li./ :$ in

. :h tore : ra,fi,a1., pro.

, t : . is :f.)ols t I don' t think

tu_lt t ..t we 'V Lee. t.rsupn in 'c in t..) he easliy reversed.

empoasloe let -e :s% you t_ 1.av to- tisoichah-e no::,td,gla game
d : : to t . an. k. . e-)4, ei.t. a eca . ago, an: some of the praet ices

t...t wen_ Ih Si Las narnor was

ci rec .ire! rea,:ing tor all toe stuueots in !..) percent of the nation's

hig% snools. Thin pack to 1-o-4 woen toe only electives offered to kids
-)ar;e-; aIke "Journalism" or "Yearocon" or a cnoice between "Buslness"

to lie,. when too paperback revolu-
': :nere were -,everdi "critical" luestions concern-

. o in ..J(N.T. _,00ks 0 I up as well as hardbound
te Cc.: : toe k Ins v'ot,e wito to luriu covers Of

,...lperbacks: kit t i :s co1:1 I cone, cou.. orincinals?) I )o° Was the year

Fdler was to tar-, big cartons of paperback books up
tu t.te axe; ::Jr ;,ovs no ir Areor, I.lichigan, with the thought

nit nor nips Ki.:s on :)ooKs :v Iv log tnem tree access to
lurge nintitl.oa o: raperL,aoKs. In 1,9u4 the :ow people who were bold enough
to teaco :ron papercauks were using a book by J. L. :;alinger called Catcher
l:, too kye, an I, of course, pareots were ab]eo:ting vigorously to the "foul"

"ofs-one" ..ifutaage in that ocoL.. :n l'e)4 toe role of traditional grammar
w :s :Irct .eifc .nn i coo.: many of us were going to summer scnool

_earn now t- ol:erctand the eompiexit:.es an intricac ies of transformational

. rammar, wniot, we were to__, pray I :emat onuwer t, our language

teauning protaem. :hink to 1_0,N1; w000 to only ttins shown in
classes were grainy blac\ and woite commercial preparations with
like Inccs Lively Auverbs or F Life of ,;tephe. Vincent Binet.

Obviously things nave changed, and again I want to empnasize that I
think tney have coanget very muco f)r toe better. :o illustrate this, let

me snare d recent experienae. About two w3eks ago, two teacners from a
city s.-oaLl in Lansing, ::iohigan, came o my c:fice selling

a .,:ak at poetry. This was a ,JOn tr.at nail been put topether by the ninth

gracers in tocir general Luglisn class, kids at average or below-average
a-ility, kius not nigniy mctivateu. Foe te-itners nad started a poetry

).oit 0; log Nennetn Noon's book, 4ishes, bie , and breams, and had found that
it na,: caught on. lice class hoc become excited about poetry, and the poems

that tne stuients wrote were, I thought, extremely good ones -- sensitive,
power::1 poems, coming from the kids tnemselves, The students had gotten so

aLo'at writing poetry toot t.ley had pooled tneir Funds, raises $(10,

anu na: toe poetry run off it Insty-,Brint; now tney were engaging in a
cittle lree enterprise, getting toeil money Laek by selling the pool% arounf
tne city. : th.;ught tout was very inTressive, especially coming from
",upposetly" fan-motivatej K ids woo supposedly nun "reauing hanuicaps," and

I: mate me t:iink back to my own teaching in Chicago, approximately ten
;cals ago, dn: my own futile attempts to get kids to write poetry. The best

so was to get r1 1S to write contrivel stuff, laden wito "vivid"
it'. -lye, ._t; tte "g:_:eo to.," tae "ri-h

grass." T::.P poetry was inevitasly rhymes and was really quite maudlin stuff
witn very sin ennoes of Worlswortn, nature poetry -- the kinds of things
teacners force young people to write.

Tn.,:re is more evl:ence that English is oeing well-taught in 1974. I Keep

r".4nning int-) teacnrs woo, despite the concerns that we have t)r the status

10



of print in 3ur society, s!y it is really n_t all that Jiifioult to get

the kiJs t3 real tnese :lys. 2tudents mi./ not re-3i as such as we would like

them to, but in pacert,a:N-:_:3e: pr3grams dl, in electiv., programs, kids are

in fact reaJing d :re than tney used /3 when tney were involved
in tne .ardnound antnol-;y.

An t: impact of the meuia a-mos, goes without saying: Our classrooms

have gained enormously 1-,v the introld,tion of films, videotapes, slijes,

tapes and the like. There is, in 1.J/:-, a kind of general expertise tnat

didn't exist a decade ago. Indeed the program of this conference provides
evidence of our -- your -- professional expertise. Classroom teachers are

doing the bulk of presentations. This is a concerence not dominated by
college anc university as is to() often the case, but by classroom
teacners who know how to co -nings and are willing to share that expertise
with otners.

To illustrate further my cohii!ence in English teachers in 1974, I would
like to tell you about a conference we nad in Michigan about three months
ago -- The Gull Lake Englisn Festival -- which Michigan State conducts for
junior and senior high scnool teachers each year. One of my colleagues,
Justin Kestenbaum of tne history department, dime to the conference to
see what English teachers were up to. He was very much interested in what
nappened at the conference and wrote a long report of his observations for
our publication of proceedings. I tnink wnat Justin Kestenbaum had to say
about English teachers applies not only to the people at that conference
but to English teachers across the country today. He began: "I had heard

of the new Englisn nefore I attended tne recent Cull Lake English Festival,
but twenty years in nistory-social studies mane me skeptical. Too often
the new merely re-packaged the old, and revolutions failed to revolutionize.
but it seems to me tnat English is in fact being renewed and that the new
English is indeed new since it reflects a creative syntnesis of the best
thinking about learners, learning, language, English, and communication.
Curiously, revolutions in history and social studies tend to b2 less
broadly based, focusing more on arcane scnolarly ideas, less on learners
and their needs. The keepers ,f tne new flame in English are asking tough
questions of tneir minded colleagues, for the new English
is concerned not merely witn the genteel cultural heritage but with the whole
universe of human discourse. If English is taught in th9 schools to promote
communication skills, they ask, why not reflect in the classroom all of the
ways in which people communicate, verbal and even non-verLal? Is it pro-

ductive in the light of our understanding of language behavior to place the
traditional stress on formal grammar? Why not, in the light of our under-
standing of humanistic or Gestalt psycnology, promote self-actualization
among learners by giving tnem genuine cnoices And why not in the education
of teachers, supplement courses on Chaucer with adolescent literature? And

why not oppose proposals for accountability which define learning goals
so narrowly and traditionally as to diminish the curriculum and those who
teach it? Wny not broaden the curriculum by including learning activities

not measurable by traditionai behavioral. criteria? In short, why not

enrich the English curriculum? I see signs of a new history faintly on the
horizon, put the Englisn people are five years ahead of us."

I think that is an important statement for a number of reasons, not the
least of which is that tne schools have been under enormous attack in recent
years with the result tnat many of our accomplishments have been masked. We

clearly haven't solved all tne problems of teaching English in 1974, but I
think we are also faced with several "counter-revolutionary" forces tnat will
have to be confronted in coming months and years.

For example, at the present time, it seems to me that the trdditional

1.1
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amolvalen,e t.wA: : .1t-rA.y :s ,:dAAW Is mcre pro! :ems than ever
oefore. Abodt ,2na.y t:ihg nas not anargd since 1..0. is tnat the
parents are stil_ -;-set tn, "ti:tn" in Catune: in the eye. We are In
a society tnat liay its interest in reading. Elaine

'Irg, a writ,r f nas remarket: "In America
reading nas bec.mc a ao.'hie; ativl*.y. We acliove in olean underwear,
fresn wnole milk, an.: rea.:ing, In tnat order, starting at infancy." And
sne describes two motners in a s.:permirket dolating whicn of their daughters
was reading tne more s:phisti.ate: "ni;n scnool level" 000ks in grade six.
We're proc.: of c.fr inter rst in re,:ng and literacy. We have launched
witn mu:: lan:are an Admirable :dt icrnaps unworkable program -- tne national
rignt to read elfort witn the goil or producing functional literacy in
3.1 percent of our adult popu.aation :y ntiO. But at the same time, censor-
snip nres dre on tne rise -- it's not inst Catcher in the Rye but anything
on tne teacner's booKsncld that is now fair game for tne censors. There
is tnat continuo.; parental tistrust of boAs and reading; they want us to
teaon tneir kids to rea:, yet at the same time, they don't want their kids
to be put completely in touch witn all tnat reading offers. Similarly, the
public is vcry concernea about noa.ding us accountable for the quality of
education tnat we are gi%ing the onildren; at tne same time, tnat pu5lic
is inoreasinr.v rella,ftant ts: programu at ludlity levels.

rnere are otne lems. In tnis evening's session we will he hearing
about accountability, assessment, and henavioral objectives, so I don't
want to renasn tne old argdments or for that matter anticipate any of the
arguments and 150.33 ion we WLI be nearing tonight. However, it seems to
me tnat the wno..e accountability/assessment movement has been a distinctly
conservative torce in tnis country, pernaps as mucn because of the ways
in which accountability systems have been implemented as with the basic
concept of accountability itself. lout is, I think most of us are perfectly
willing to be held "acc:dbtable" for the quality of education that we are
offering, out the kinds o: systems tnat nave been imposed on teachers in
state after state, county after ,oanty, have been those wnich focus almost
invariably on minima. tie so-called "basics" of English.

In :licnigan, e, our State Department frequently points out
tnat tnere is hotning .n an ac_ountahility model tnat prevents people from
writing ant pursciog so-callet "humanistic" objectives. Teachers, we are
tolu, do not have to tee limited to teaching nc ling but correct spelling
and standard English usage. However, that same State Department has prepared
a detailed set of performance objectives in the basics, and has conducted
state-wide assessment in basics for five years. We have yet to see a move
by tne State Department towara producing the so-called humanistic objectives
that it claims are possible unner an accountabi'ity system. In short, the
basic thrust of accountability nas been to reverse our English revolution by
driving us bac?, into teaching practices that most teachers abandoned during
tne past decade.

Closely linked to tne accountability/assessment/basic skills problem is
career education. The idea of career education is a bit like motherhood
and apple pie. Who could ne opposed to having kids leave the secondary
scnools capable of getting a job? However, there is, once again, a problem
of implementation. Career education programs have consistenly talked about
minimal skills and the filling out of application blanks, rati'er than the
broadly based Kind of literacy tnat is truly necessary if a person is to
function successfully in eitner a job or society.

Many ot tnese trends became focused for me recently through the action
of one organization: College Entrance Examination 3oard. The CEEB has
made a series of decisions and announcements that will be of major concern

12
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to English teachers. First, in Jecember, 1973, the CUB spontaneously issued
a report which indicated tnat the scores on the Scnolastic Aptitude Test
in this country have declined steadily over tne past ten years. I believe
tne total decline in verbal scores has been about forty points. Math scores
went through a similar recline. The College Board said it wasn't prepared
to otter any explanation for tnis decline and suggested that there were
many possiole reasons for it The report attracted a good deal of public
attention, and it seems to me that the CEEB acted in a most irresponsible
fasnion in releasing tais kind of information. First, tnere are many reasons
why tae SAF scores in tnis country :right have declined. In the first place,
tne interest of young people in going to college has declined in the past
ten years. Some of you may nave noticed in a recent issue of Time magazine
an article which indicated tnat a number of positions in American colleges
and universities will be unfilled this year. There will be fewer freshmen
than tnere are places in college. A lot of the kids coming through schools
today have had big brothers and sisters who attended four years of college,
earned tne coveted BA, and did not find employment as has always been
promised the holder of a college degree. Can anyone blame the younger
students for not being as competitive about their Board scores?

Mcst of us would agree that the Scholastic Aptitude Test was a bad test
in 1964: It was an inadequate test of 'kids' verbal ability, for, at best,
the SAT has snown about a .b correlation with success in college. The test
is not a terribly good indicator of what it purports to do -- telling whether
or not students have aptitude for college. The SAT has not changed signi-
ficantly between 1964 and 1974; the same inadequate test that was being
administered to kids in 1964 is still 5eing given young people today. It

seems to me the College Board wotla nave acted mucn more responsibly if,
instead of issuing its report to tne public, it had returned to its drawing
baords to try to develop a test that accurately assesses what we know
'students can do in English classrooms in 1974.

Yet the greatest danger in the College hoard's action is that dramatic
announcements of this sort provide a kind of cheap and easy ammunition for a
public that is already down on the schools.

Shortly after the announcement I wrote a letter to the Lansing State
Journal, a paper in our area that has not exactly been friendly to public
education, pointing out some things I have just mentioned. I suggested that
teachers certainly cannot be held aczountable on tne basis of a test like
the SAT, especially when the test makers themselves -- the people in
Princeton -- can't explain tne results that they are releasing to the public.
I thought that perhaps by naving that letter published I could provide a
little support for local teacners, wno, I suspected, would be under attack
as soon as word of the report circulated. I fear that I was naive, for
within a week the following editorial ran in the same newspaper: "SAT TESTS

A WARNING TO SCHOOLS. The news from the Educational Testing Service of
Princeton, N.J., is tnat for tne past ten years the scores of hign school
students taking the Scholastic Aptitude Test have been in steady decline.
In the words of at least one reporter, Gene Maeroff of the New York Times,
the decline 'puzzles educators who thought students had been getting smarter.'
Yet the puzzling thing is tnat any educator should be puzzled. For too many
years, too many elementary and secondary educators have been concentrating
witn dubious results on the social adjustment of children in their charge
at the expense of rigorous intellectual exercise. So we have 'social pro-
metione' of children who cannot add and of children who cannot read. Such

pre:notions are based on the theory that to hold a child back because of in-
adequate classroom work will brand nim as a failure, thereby reinforcing his
negative self-image. But contrary to doing a child a favor, social promo-

13
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tions are based on deception which will lead the child to greater problems
later, pro.ilems he will understand when he discovers that he cannot obtain
or hold a job because he is illiterate . . . It is not puzzling that SAT
scores are in decline, tut tne wonder is that in view of the evidence the
public is willing to underwrite an ever more generous funding of public
education. If a: t... having poured as touch money for as many years into, say,
the niz,-1Jay program, o...r nation's :highways were in ds miserable shape as our
system of puJii :. education, tne public would be demanding a reappraisal of
the meths.: of planning and building roads." I find that last paragraph
especially amusing. It's the old teacher-as-cement-mixer metaphor, wnich
assumes tnat educating KijS is roughly analogous to pouring concrete.

But as if that were not enough, the C:EB has made a second announcement,
tnat beginning in September, 1974, the verbal and mathematical aptitude
test in tne college boards will be shortened by fifteen minutes each to
include room for a new test in standard English. "It is pitched particu-
larly to tne student wno would likely need more specialized attention in
English composition," said William Angoff, Executive Director of College
Board programs. "Our :lope is that it will be used for placement of students
in freshman Englisn courses, not for selection of students for admission."
So tnis tnirty-minute test on stancari Englisn, scores for which will be
reported along with tne SAT scores, is to be uses; by the colleges for
"placement," not for "selection" of students. However, the interesting
thing about tnis test is that it will be scored on a range of 20 to 80
points: I wonder if tnat sounds familiar? The SAT scores themselves are
presented on a scale of 200 to 800, and the pre-SAT is scored on 20 to SO.

all the ways 3f talking about ways of presenting standard English scores,
it seems a remary.able csincisence that once again the College Board has
settled on tne 20 to 80 spread. And I tnink it is predictable that college
asImissishs officers will look dt a score of 30 on the standard English test
and equate it instantly with 30.; on the verbal aptitude test. In short, it
is almost inevitable that this test will be used as a way of screening out
app.iCants wno uo not possess standard English.

The justification for tnis, according to Angoff, is based on a full
understanding and appreciation of dialect studies. "The new test," he
explains, "stresses the principles of the kind of English used in most
newspapers, textbooks, and the like, rather than varieties of the language
such as so-called "Black English." He adds, "This is the kind of English
that people will simply have to cope with in their education . . . . That
is not to say that there shouldn't be other kinds of English." In short,
the College Board pays lip service to tne notion of dialect differences and
then proceeds to tell non-standard speakers they will "simply have to cope."
If you are a speaker of non-standard, you must speak White, middle-class
standard to succeed in college. And the test will be there to enforce it.

The dangers presented by this new test are, it seems to oe, even
greater than the announcement of tne SAT score decline, because the feed-
back to teachers from parents will be swift. If students score on the lower
part of the scale in the standard Englica test, there will be immediate
community pressure to return to tLe teaching of grammar, hard drill in
basics, and intensive teacning of standard Englisn.

"Why not," one mignt say, "be concerned about basic skills?" Of course
tne bublic has a rizrit to L.? concerned about "basics" ani about the quality
of education that its youngsters are being given. But at the same time, an
overwhelming, inarticui.ate cry for "a return to basics," can do some very
aarmful things to us in coming years.

First of all, if we are forced to go back to basic skills instruction

-- and ny tnat I mean drill in grammar usage, vocabulary, and spelling -- we
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will simply learn by 1980 or 1984 that the return to basics didn't work,
The basic skills approach really has been given a fair trial -- basic skills
have been taught regularly, faithfully, religiously in the schools since
1875 -- and the direct teacning of skills has never produced significant

changes in kids' language benavior. Even if we return to basics the way
College Board and parents would like us to, we won't produce any significant

changes in now kids use language.
More important, I think, is the effect this kind of thrust is having

on teacners. Two years ago, we seemed to be at a high point in our pro-

fession. Ther das a great deal of excitement,'animation, and vigor at

our professional meetings. Today there is a change in tone. Things are

much quieter; there is less enthusiasm, less willingness to talk about

experimentation and new directions. And this is a result, in part, of the
kinds of pressures that are being put on teachers. Generally speaking,

teachers are coping quite well with these pressures. If they are told to

write behavioral objectives, they comply: they sit down and write a batch

of minimum skill objectives, and then continue to teach in broader, more

numanistic ways. But this is a drain on time and energy. You have a

difficult time developing new elective courses if you must spend your summer
preparing lists cf communications skills objectives that must be turned in

to the administration. (A middle school in East Lansing, Michigan, recently

put in a carefull; designed proposal to the school administration. It wanted

to redo the entire curriculum, starting from the ground up and including

some accountability measures. The teachers were told that there was no

money in the school budget for this kind of curriculum revision. However,

witnin two weeks they were given -- unannounced and unasked for -- a mandate
from the board of education to prepare a minimum communications skills

objectives, and the sum of $3.000 was made available to them for summer time

to work on this project.)
I also find that the pressure to cover skills is forcing teachers into

a kind of shallow ecciecticism, a "hand-to-mouth" teaching which involves

widely divergent principles. One of our babysitters, a junior high student,
recently described a creative writing assignment she received, an assignment

tnat represents a collection of mixed values that at best can be described

as destructive. First, the teacher told the students that it was important

for them to learn to write the short story. An assignment was made for

Wednesday: Everyone will write a rough draft of a short story. Good; we

need creative writing in the schools. But the teacher added that the rough

draft was to be a minimum of 1500 words in length -- I suppose with the

thought being that the kids wouldn't write long enough stories without

being coerced. The drafts were collected and two days later were returned

to the students, red-penciled for matters of punctuation, spelling and

grammar, but only on the first page; the students were to go tnrough the

remainder of the draft and discover their own errors. On alternate days,

while the students were revising, the teacher gave vocabulary and standard

English drills. I think the basic motives behind that creative writing
assignment were good, but the teacher was being so pressured by the talk
"basics" that she had drifted into dangerous inconsistencies.

I think it is very important that in 1974 we try to regain the kind of

momentum that we have had in the past decade, and it is critical that we
establish some clear priorities for ourselves and work toward them with the

same kind of vigor that we demonstrated in the past decade.

In thinking along these lines I have been helped personally by the

writing of Alfred North Whitehead whose book, The Aims of Education (1929),

offers I think a very unique and intersting view of the learning process.
Whitehead talks about three stages of intellectual growth: first, a stage
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of romance; second, a stage of precision or discipline; and third, a stage
of generalization. He says that wden we first start learning about some-
thing, we pursue it with a kind of romance: We are excited about a field;
we frolic in it; we enjoy thinking about it; we read about it freely,
actively, widely. But, he suggests, for most people this romance is not
entirely satisfactory. Sooner or later, we decide that we need to know about
tne topic in more disciplined ways, and we begin to read and study in sy-
stematic and conscious ways to build up our background knowledge. And it is
this discipline, Whitehead argues, that ultimately frees us to a greater
romance, because we develop an information base that offers us a kind of
"informed freedom."

To make that more concrete: You've probably seen cases of this process
operating quite naturally when students are first given super-8 movie
cameras in English class. The first thing they do is to go out and simply
shoot film. They don't know much about the camera; hopefully they haven't
received a great deal of instruction on the "grammar" of film, the structure
of film, cinematic techniques, and so on. They frolic with the camera --
they take some pictures; and they do a silent movie parody; they experiment
with trick photography; and they produce some cute and lively films. But
for most kias this is not enough, and very soon after that first film comes
back, they start asking questions; they want to know more about the camera,
more about the technology of filmmaking. Pretty soon they begin to ask for
a film editor, if there's one available, because they have a large blank
strip or errors in the film, and they don't like it, they want to get rid
of it. In short, the kids automatically discipline themselves to do
highly intricate work. There are many instances of kids who are "non-
readers," "non-wril.:rs," kids wno are behavior problems in school, kids
who allegedly have short attention span, spending thirty to forty hours
preparing a single tnree-minute super-8mm film.

Edgar Friedenburg (The Vanishing Adolescent) has talked about this
phenomenon in adolescents and argues that there is in most adolescents a

kind of "Pride of craftsmanship" -- that is, kids truly like to do things
well. (As English teacners, we may be a bit blind to this because we so
seldom see that sense of craftsmanship demonstrated in our own classes.) But
it we look at the way tne kids discipline themselves in the study of their
own music, the way in which they absorb background information about the
rock groups they enjoy, they way they know the "literature" of music backward
and forward, it is clear that they do have P sense of pride in quality.

To shift this discussion to teaching: It seems to me that we have
been in a stage of romance in tne teaching of English during the past ten
years. We have had a romance with a number of teaching concepts. We have
discovered the fact that we can break up the rows and get students into
informal learning patterns. We have discovered the notion of student
choice, realizing that in fact young people can make responsible decisions
about matters that are of concern to them. We've learned that language is
related to experience, and doesn't grow from study of a grammar text. We've
had a romance with the notion of English as process, as a set of activities
rather than a set of knowledges. We've had a romance with paperbacks and
electives and thematic courses and film study and creative drama and
creative writing and a number of other topics.

What we must do in the coming years -- perhaps in the coming decade or so
-- is to enter into a stage of "precision," where we synthesize all that we
have discovered in this stage of romance in the past ten years and move on in
new directions to refine the knowledge and skill we have gained.

To illustrate, I wouLd like to talk with you about our heaviest romance,
our first starry-eyed love of the past decade: the elective curriculum. It
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seems t. me that electives have peen one of our greatest success. Kids
demonstrably like electives. (There are even cases on record of kids sitting
in study hall studying the offerings being given by the English department
and talking animately about what English course they are going to be taking
the :allowing term.) teachers like electives, because it frees them from the
traditional curriculum, gives them greater freedom to choose their own
material. In many cases faculties which didn't talk to each other for twenty
or thirty years have nad to get together if only to decide who is going to
take w.Iat course. Electives have produced a wee- of new commercial material
and they have catalyzed tne paperback revolution.

However, in 1974 many people are oeginning to become a bit disenchanted
with electives, seeing tnat they are not the cure-all that they once appearedto be. I would like to recommend two publications that go into these problems
in considerably more detail than I will tnis afternoon One is George Hillocks'
book, Alternatives in English: A Critical Appraisal of the Elective Programs
(NOTE, 1972). The second is an article we printed in the April English Journal
by Mary DuPuis, "Undeceiving and Decision Making: Some Thoughts on Electives
and Mini Courses in English." Both Hillocks and DuPuis detected some very
serious problems with the elective movement. For instance, Hillocks surveyed
seventy-six elective course curriculum guides in his study and found that of
tnese, only five actually included a rationale for the array of electives that
was being offend. That is, in only b of 76 cases had the faculty actually
talked througa the question of why particular courses were being given at
particular times to particular kits. The importance of this is fairly self-
evident: You frequently see in schools today something like a course in
Victorian Lit, being offered side by side with a course in filmmaking --
both being justified as "English" options. Yet at the same time, the faculty
really can't explain why Victorian Lit and filmmaking belong in the same
curriculum. In a related problem, we see a course like science fiction,
everybody's favorite being offered at the junior high level and at several
points in the high school curriculum. So science fiction becomes a staple
cf the curriculum. In fact, in some schools, students could go through six
years of English and never read anytning but science fiction. The point is
that as good as SF is, there ougat to oe a-rationale for offering it in
particular ways at particular tines to particular kids. Maybe science fiction
belongs in the junior high years; maybe it belongs in the senior high; but
it is only when it comes to that point of writing some sort of rationale for
a program that we begin to take up those kinds of issues.

Other problems were observed by Hillocks, Phillips, and DuPuis. One is
that despite tne expressed interest of teachers in "student choice," most of
the elective course titles that are being presented in the schools are, in
fact, courses that sound rather like teacner-designed titles. When quizzed
about what they want to take, most kids put down "reading for pleasure" as
a first choice, and then cnoose thematic courses -- courses that get into
contemporary issues and problems. However, the course being most frequently
offered in elective programs is none otner that "The Works of Shakespeare,"
and it is followed very closely by courses in the genres -- poetry, fiction,
drama, and the like. Very clearly then, despite the fact that students have
tneir own preferences, in all too many curricula teachers are imposing their
own academic interests on the curriculum which then reflects student cnoice
less tnan we would like to believe.

Further, as DuPuis notes, a great many elective courses once instituted
have no student "after-choice"; once tne kids are enrolled in a ten-week
course or a three-week course, tneir choices are over. The curriculum is set
by the teacher; tne books are assigned; the assignments are set. Ir effect,
many elective courses pay lip service to the whole notion of giving students
a choice. (And woe be unto the student if he has made a "bad" choice, for
then the teacher is able to say, "You weren't responsible," or "You didn't
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look through the catalogue carefully enough." In no cases is the teacher
forced to say, "Perhaps the materials I'm offering are irrelevant."

Both writers noted that many elective courses have hidden tracking systems.
Despite tne at elective systems were designed to eliminate teaching, too
often the same kinds of raids wind up in tne same kinds of courses: The students
wrap wind up in Phase I electives are always the kids who were in the "remedial"
classes in the tracted system. In too many schools one finds teachers reluc-
tant to teach Phase I courses, wanting to teach the Phase V courses, where the
college preps, the honor students, the bright consistently wind up.

There is also a problem in elective programs of aimless course prolifera-
tion. Cne nigh school in New Jersey now has on record a total of 301 elective
courses mini-courses, maxi-courses, and so on. (How they staff these courses
escapes me; I suspect no one has survived in that department to be able to
report how they do the preparations.) Many courses, not legitimately "English,"
wind up in elective programs if development is not a controlled process.

Both Hillocks and DuPuis note that electives sometimes simply put old wine
in new bottles! Despite the changeover to electives, many teachers continue to
teacn in tne same ways that they taught before. They are still concerned
principally with the "content" of literature, not with the literary experience.
They are concerned principally with correctness in composition, not with the
process of composition itself. But because electives change the appearance of
tne school, teachers no longer feel the need to question what they are doing,
and they proceed to teacn "as usual."

I might say that tnese are problems not limited exclusively to the high
school. If one wants to see tne weaknesses of tne elective approach, all one
nas to do is pick up the catalogue of the nearest university. You'll find a
great hodge-podge of courses, many of them, in essence, monuments to people's
academic specialty. There are courses that haven't been taught in years, be-
cause the person who taught or developed them is no longer on the campus. You
can thus see at the college level the effects if departments don't develop
rationales, if they allow the electives system to be an excuse for idiosyn-
cratic teaching that dcesn't relate directly to students' needs.

We need to raise a good many questions about electives, but we also have
to question for example the whole notion of the course. As someone has said
of Americans: Whenever they discover something new, they start giving a course
in it. We are, in a way, "course crazy." In graduate education classes I often
ask experienced teachers tib design a hypothetical, ideal high school. How would
they organize the curriculum? And almost invariably groups begin talking about
what courses tney offer and how they will group the kids. But there are many
alternatives to courses and classes. We could introduce independent study
curricula, small-group/large-group instruction, or experiment with a dozen or
two other patterns. One suggestion I've made (only half facetiously) is that
we should ignore the whole notion of course titles (because, after all, any
course callea "Victorian Literature," "Science Fiction," or "Poetry" must,
in the end, be content-centered rather than person-centered). I suggest that
we ought to allow teachers to collect all the books that they have read, or
would like to read, all the magazines that they know, all the activities that
they like to teach and cluster these in workshop centers; then, instead of having
course titles, we would have "people titles" -- Mr. Brown's English, Miss Smith's
English and the kids would come to the workshop and do the kinds of things
that Mr. Brown and Miss Smith were good at. This might not be workable in the
"real world," but it suggests that we do need to question whether the kinds of
courses tnat we are offering should always be centered on the discipline of
English rather than on the people who are giving the courses or taking them.

I also think we need to involve computers to a much greater extent in our
course planning. I'm consistently amazed by the airlines reservations system.
If you want to go, say, from Athens to Lansing, you simply telephone United
Airlines, and within thirty seconds the person on the line can tell you any
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of a dozen possible flight compinations between Lansing and Athens. It seems
to me that we could do the same kinds of things very easily in our curriculum:
Instead of having, all the courses tne same length, three, six, or nine weeks,
we could offer a muon richer variety of choices, employing tne computers to
help kids seek out tne bent of all possible learning patterns.

Anotner area where English teachers have had a romance and need to sharpen
tneir thinking is in tne discussion of "free" and "open" education. This is
an area where people become inflamed and angry very quickly, and much nonsense
has been uttered in tne debate over free schools, open schools, and the like.
Typical statements I have heard from time to time: "I tried freedom and it
didn't work." "I am an open teacher, for as an adult, I realize tnat I have
nothing to offer children." (This second. teacher must find it difficult to
pick up a paycheck from time to time.) Or the classic, "If kids knew what they
wanted and needed, there woald be no need for schools." I think a lot of this
semantic confusion was created by the so-called romantic critics of education,
people like Jonatnan Kozol, Herbert Kohl, and Joha Holt, when they were writing
in the mid-60's. They nad a new idea and valid criticism of the schools, and
they wantel to ar)use and anger people. But in many cases they overstated the
whole case for open education. You may remember that in The Open Classroom,
Kohl talks about a teacher wno didn't want to "impose" upon kids, and there-
fore couldn't decide how to set up tne chairs and desks in the classroom.
Should he place tnem up in a circle? Well, there were problems with that,
because that meant that discussion was being "imposed" on the class. Could
he line them up Lacing tne Pack of the class rather than tne teacher's desk?
No, that tog was anti-autnoritarian in some ways. So he stacked all the fur-
niture in tne middle of tne classroom, and when the kids came in, he sat back
in stony silence and did nothing. After tnree or four days the kids decided
to do something (perhaps because they were weary of standing up); they unstacked
the desks and created tneir own structure, and Kohl and the teacher rejoiced in
tneir freedom. It seems to me tnat that was the best misleading example of
what "freedom" is all about, and it aulps to create a kind of animosity many
teachers encounter nen tney start to talk about injecting some "freedom" in
their classes. Frequently those who object to freedom are basing tneir ob-
jections on extreme, romantic statements, not on the realities of informal
education. 4e need to discipline ourselves then, reacting a little bit less
emotionally to statements about freedom and openness, and then concentrate on
discovering ways to inject openness (whatever tnat really means) into our
classes.

For example, it seems to me, that all classes are structured in one way or
another. Even "free" classes are structured in their openness. The ultimate
effect of structure ought to be producing kids who are skillful and independent
users of the language. If w, can keep that notion at the forefront, we can
begin talking much more sensibly about the kinds of freedom, the kinds of
openness, the kinds of informality or formality that we want to use in the
English classroom.

There are, of course, many otner priorities for English, and in looking
through the conference program, it seemed to me that every topic listed there
is a priority area. I simply want to touch on two or tlree additional areas
that are of particular concern to me.

In the teaching of composition, we have had a romance with creative writing
and things like the writing journal. Ten years ago kids hated writing and there
was notning we coup do about it; now kids are not as averse to writing--they
nave had a good experience or two with the journal; they have written a poem and
gotten some positive response to it. But we need to move beyond that. Many
teachers seem to be stuck at what I call the "wishes-lies-and-dreams" stage.
They have introduced "formula writing" of the sort advocated by Kenneth Koch,
but they haven't reached the point where kids draw on creative writing freely
and naturally, as naturally as they (I on other forms of writing.



Similarly, I see a great dichotomy between the philosophy that we use when
we teach creative writing and wnat we do when we turn to traditional expository
writing. In too many '.;caools, i see Kids who have had a good poetry writing
experience plunked back into what is essentially a traditional curriculum of
exposition, focusing on the tormal outline, the topic sentence, the structured
paragraph. I think there are many ways of engaging students in "serious writing"
--going editorials, scripts, videotape, and the like--which will teach them
the skills of expository writings, without reverting to the kind of traditional
education that most of us went tnrough.

In reading, it seems that we have been fairly successful in turning on
a lot of kids through paperback approaches, yet we are still a long way removed
from what many have called the "lifetime reading habit." I want to recommend
anotner essay, one of tae more significant tnat we have published in the English
Journal, "A Proposal for Motivating More Students to Lifetime Reading of
Literature,' by Noma Kahn (February LJ74). Mrs. Kahn synthesized the work of
a number of people. She discusses the work of Daniel Fader and the response
approach of people like Alien Purves and James Squire; she talks about reading
skills, and ways of moving beyond the hooked-on-books approach to make kids
dependable "cobsumers" of literature throughout their lifetime.

I think we also nave to refine much of what we have done in film and media.
In too many cases, students make one or two or three "groovy" films and never
go beyond tnat. Film in too many classes is nothing more than a novelty, some-
thing that the kids o a few times. Too seldom do we incorporate it fully and
naturally into the flow of the English, class.

Mucn of what I have been advocating comes down to a single word, one that
also needs semantic analysis, and tnat is professionalism; for what I am trying
to suggest, in essence, is tnat in coming years we must be professional in
finding ways to assess the failures and the successes of what we have done in
tne past ten years ani then to mow, beyond. This kind of spirit was something
that my colleague, Professor Kestenbaum, noted at Gull Lake, and I would like
to quote from him again: "At tnis meeting I found none of the jaded cynicism
I encounter too often at educational meetings. I found high morals and a sense
of commitment, an eagerness to snare and listen to new ideas and experiences.
The new English seems to enrich riot only the curriculum but the lives of the
practitioners." And tnat last sentence is one that I take to be especially
important, because wnat Kestenbaum nas perceived is that the past ten years of
revolution in English nas done great things for English teachers themselves. I
think that as a profession we are much more alive, much more interesting, much
more fun to talk to tnan we were a decade ago.

This is a key point, I tnink, because in the end the priorities that are
established for education in coming years will be established by "the practi-
tioners," by the classroom teachers. The priorities for education will not be
established in nationally constituted committees. They will not be established
by state departments of education (albeit state departments of education would
dearly like to think otnerwise). Tne priorities assuredly will not be esta-
blished in Washington, D.C. They won't be established in college seminars on
the teaching of English; they won't be established by methods instructors; they
won't be established by people lecturing on the topic of establishing priorities.

I'm convinced that we must continue to do what Mr. Kestenbaum called "asking
tough questions." If we continue to ask tough questions--tough questions about
ourselves as human beings, tough questions about ourselves as teachers and what
we are doing, tougn questions about kids, who they are, where they are in the
precoess of becoming, wnat they are doing in our classes. And if we continue
to ask tough questions the priorities that we establish for ourselves will be
good and strong and productive ones. If we continue to talk in these ways,
despite the difficulty of the times in which we live and teach, I think our
prospects will be very bright indeed.
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ACCOUNTABILITY, COMPETECY-BAS-D EDUCATION, AND POLITICS

- Rutn Purnell, Secretary of GCTE, presiding
Ramon Veal, Language Education Department, University

of Georgia, Moderator
Carl Hodges, Executive Secretary of CAE
Joel Formby, Cnatnam County Schools
Lester Soloman, Georgia Department of Education
Moses Norman, Superintendent of Area V, Atlanta
Alva Sanks, Muscogee County Schools
Edmund Martin, Georgia Educational Improvement Council

Tne following was excerpted and summarized from the typescript of the

taped program:

Dr. Veal: A forthcoming book from NCTE on Using Standardized Tests in
English begins with the following: "Accountability, accountability, when I

use tne word," says Humpty-Dumpty, "it means just what I choose it to mean,

nothing more and nothing less," and so by implication at least, say state
legislatures, state departments of education, local boards of educatin,
school administrations, as well as teachers, when they discuss and think
about finding out about the effectiveness of instruction in schools for which
they are responsible and in which they are involved. Examples abound: from

national assessment, schools being accountable could mean ',riting three
paragraphs with fewer tnan three punctuation errors; from state assessment
it might mean a certain percentage of students making a certain score on

the reading test. In some communities it might mean the dropout rate. It

might mean the number of students entering college or the number of teachers
who hold master's degrees. In short, accountability can mean anything,
really, sometimes depending on who is doing the talking. The case is similar

with performance-based education, which can mean tht third-graders move
to fourth grade only when certain performance criteria, perhaps on standard-
ized reading tests, are met. It can mean undergraduate teacher preparation

programs. Usually, but not always, characterized by a strong field center;

and it can mean performance certification or recertification. Our phrase

"and politics" that we add into tnis panel's consideration was made when
we were thinking of matters such as accountability, or tenure laws, legis-

lative requirements for certification, like courses in drug education
or exceptionality, funds for material purchase, and of course the state's

comprehensive minimum foundation program. All these issues and more led

us to schedule this panel of individuals who we hope represent different

perspectives on these as well as related lissues. Also while emphasizing

the issues, I C.._ not mean to imply that accountability, performance-based
education or politics are necessarily bad for education in general cr for

English teaching in particular. I do mean to suggest tnough that these are
matters tnat teachers of English need to discuss and debate openly, not
only among themselves, but with others who are involved. To that end, we

have assembled this distinguished group, and perhaps if nothing more we can
begin to arrive at some common understanding of the meanings of these terms.
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This group assembled represents, I tnink, several different perspectives.
nav:! tW3 teaoners; we nave, tne executive ,,ecretcry of the Georgia Asso-

ciation of Educators; we have tne director of tne Georgia Educational Im-
provement Council; we have an area superintendent from Atlanta; and we
have a representative from the state department of education.

Dr. :lodges: When I received the invitation to appear on this panel and
noted tne topic, Accountability, Performance-Based Education, and Politics,
I thougnt of all tne things that ur. Veal has pointed out here, tonight,
all tile possibilities as you look dt tnis subject, and my first reaction
was that I would like to talk about performance-based teacher education
and oertifi.;ation. I guess because we are so engrossed with that subject
right now in GAE. But when I got here tonight and noted that Dr. Solomon
was talking about tnis subject, and as I talked with Dr. Veal, it occurred
to both of us tnat maybe it would be more appropriate for me to talk about
accountability a little bit in general terms, trying to represent GAE,
and I'm not sure that I can do tnat or that anybody can do it, but I will
try as best I can to present tne viewpoint of the state association in this
area of accountability, very briefly and very informally, if I may.

All of us know tnat within the past decade, the public has become more
concerned about public education than pernaps ever before in the past of
the history of our nation. There has been a great deal of criticism of
performance in tne public schools -- and we could talk at length -- but we
don't nave time for that, and you know the factors as well as I do. At any
rate, there nas been a great deal of public concern in rImerica about the
performance of the public schools. It wasn't long before somebody initiated
the thougnt that the primary problem was that the scnools aren't accountable,
tnat teachers and administrators of the public schools aren't accountable,
and tney compared schools wit :Jusiness and industry, in particular, and
with government to some extent, ana came up with the conclusion that our
basic problem was tnat our people weren't accountable -- that schools and
school people in America simply weren't accountable for their performance.
Trere were all kings of suggestions about the way we ought to solve that
problem, and I'm not going into those eitner yeti know all the things
that have been said.

The profession's reaction, tne reaction of the teaching profession, as
I saw it, was two - pronged. One, many educators said, Here's an idea that
we might use effectively; nere's an idea that we might use to improve public
education, because, say what you want to, the theory of accountability makes
sense. When I tnink of accountability, I think of being responsible, fully
responsible, for doing what I am supposed to do, ad therefore I can justify
it perfectly in that kind of context. So a lot of people in education began
to say, here's an idea, a good idea, maybe it is an idea that we can use to
improve public education in America, in our state, ,ur local schools, and in
our nation. At any rate, many educators said here's something that we ought
to be looking at.

The second viewpoint cf the profession was if we aren't careful, here's
something that is going to De used by somebody to do something to 113 -- I put
it crudely, but that was the second sort of reaction. They began hearing
political leaders and others talking about tnis concept, blaming teachers,
blaming schoo.Ls, talking about what ought to be :lone, and frequently making

suggestions for solutions that were totally unacceptable, totally irrational
-- you read them, saw them in the papers, saw them in magazines. Our second
reaction was that people are going to try to use this against educators.
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against the schools, and therefore we had better begin defending ourselves.
Now our association really adopted both viewpoints. We felt that if we

could use it to help us, we ought to do it but we also felt that we had a
keen responsibility to protect the Public schools and protect educators in
our state against those who might use this concept to damage us. So, as

many of you remember, we pot busy. We scent a whole year having meetings
around the state, conferences involvirp literally thousands of educators.
Out of these meetings came legislation that we introduced in the general
Assembly or had introduced in the General Assembly -- an accountability bill.
Now in all truth, our association never did see any great reason for having
legislation in this area except for one purpose -- to protect the profession
from those who might misuse the concept. Of course it was never passed, and
I don't think anybody in education grieved too much that it wasn't, because
it fulfilled its function: it at :east stopped temporarily, and I think
stopped permanently, those people who were beginning to move in on us in
this area and might have done things harmful to the schools of Georgia.

Now let me quickly point out two concerns, I think, of all of us in

the area of accountability. One is this: Teachers hear the public, politi-
cal leaders and others, say that the way You determine whether a teacher per-
forms adeouately is by product assessment, by evaluating the pupils' learning.
Right? Now it sounds good. But you know that there are so many variables
in this equation other than the ability of the teacher, you just get mired
up and lost when you begin to try to measure in this area. The Jenks Study

at Harvard I believe showed that the number one factor in determining whether
a child learns or not is the economic status of his parents, not the ability
of the classroom teacher; and so teachers and educators far and wide appre-
hensive when somebody gets up and says simply, We'll determine whether she
is a good teacher or not by the way the pupils in her classroom perform.
This is our number one concern in this whole area of performance-based edu-

?ation.
The next concern, and I will stop with this one, is the fact that all

of us know that you can't isolate a classroom teacher and say, "You, as an
individual, are accountable for the learning of the youngsters in your room;"
when all of us know that the amount of money spent per pupil, the supplies
that are provided, the amount of supportive services, the homes from which
those youngsters come -- all kinds of factors -- impinge. It is just totally

unreasonable, you see, that the classroom teacher by herself is going to
accept the total load, the total responsibility for the learning of youngsters
in America.

Mr. Formby: I'm an English teacher in a junior high school. I think that I

will probably reflect the feelings of many teachers concerning accountability

and competency-based education. I have a real fear when someone mentions
accountability, I think of two ouestions: accountable for WHAT? and accountable

TO WHOM? And the answers that I have come up with are accountable to state
legislators, and accountable for a body of information, a standardized body of
information to be determined by these state legislators. I'm very fearful of

that. We have to realize that students are individuals. They have individual

personalities; they have different capabilities; they have different environ-
ments; and they have different needs. To try to have all students statewide

achieve on a common level on some type of standardized body of information is
very unrealistic. It is very frightening also.

But what about competency, competent teachers? Most teachers work under

a department head. Department heads work under experienced, competent principals;
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principals work under experienced, competent superintendents; superintendents
work for boards of education; boards of education work for the voters. So
ultimately it is the voter who determines whether a teacher is competent or
not, and well they should, but I really can't understand how expanding the
bureaucracy that we have is going to improve education.

And what about politics? Well, I have heard some people say that the
state pays your salary, the state has the right to determine what you teach
and how vou teach. This is false. The taxnayers pay my salary. The narents
of te students that I teach pew my salary, and these are the People who
should determine, if anyone, how I teach and what I teach. The students --
individual personalities, individual certification, environments, individual
needs -- and the students' Parents and the students' teacher, nerhans the
students' nrincinal -- these are the people who should determine the goals,
who should determine the methods, and who finall should make the evaluation.

In conclusion, I'll sum up what I feel this way. I believe that indivi-
dual teachers should be responsible to the individual parents for thr' teaching
of individual students.

Pr. Soloman: "The most important influence the school can contribute to the
learning of any student is the attitudes, skills, knowledge and understanding
of the teacher." That statement, interestingly enough, already appears in a
piece of legislation that has Passed in a sister state. now, to try to meet
one of the stipulations Dr. Veal is talking about within a five-minute period,
at least trvinv to define some terms, as the state of reorpia includinr a
statewide task force and an on -going steerinr committee, made up of people
broadly reveesentinp, really the same interests an represented at this table,
with the inclusion also cf higher education which is I guess the only major
corronent not representing the panel tonight. The common definition that has
run through all of the work thus far, including that of the statewide task
force and of the on -going steering committee, is that competency is defined
as knowledge end skills and attitudes, and so if we substituted the word
competency where those three words appeared in this nuote, you'll have a little
better understanding of what comnetencv really means. It would then read,
"The most important influence the school can contribute to the learning of
any student is the competencies of the teacher.' Now this interest and t''is
thrust towards what has become in reorpia to bP regarded as competency-based
nrenaration for performance-based certification. A lot of times these words
competency-based and nerformance-based are used interchangeably, but a deci-
sion has tentatively been reached that the emphasis will be on competency-based
preparation and performance-based certification. It really roes all the way
back to the state's short -range needs assessrent of 1969 when the word appeared
as one of the needs to improve teacher competencies. In 1970 when the reorria
State Board of Education adopted the poals for education in Georpia, which
includes our long -range needs assessment of student outcomes under what we
call our products' voals. Included in the enterprise goal were numerous
statements that give some of the basis for part of the developmental work that
we are involved in right now. Included are these statements: "So that all
children, youths, and adults in reorpia are assured competent professional teachers
and other personnel, state board of education and local school systers should
Provide for the employment of competent professional personnel who are trained
and educated in the areas to which they are assigned, nossess knowledge and
understanding of human growth, development, and behavior, are renuired to
demonstrate continuous professional and personal growth and development, and
are able to recognize the role of professionals and non-professionals and
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effectively use their services to improve the learning process; provide a
continuous review of certification and adjustment of the certification pro-
cess to license teachers and other professional personnel on the basis of
demonstrated competency and ability."

In 1972 in the state Department of Education, the state superintendent
identified 23 missions for the department. One of these missions was to
certify educational nersonnel on the basis of demonstrated competency, and
that same statement presently annears in the 16 Performance missions of the
neoreia Denartment of Education. Put only recently has there really been any
effort to try to onerationalize any of these concepts. Dr. Martin will be
talking about APFO -- Adequate Program for Education in Georgia -- and let
me just mention two of the recommendations that came out of that committee.
One is a recommendation for the establishment of a competencv-based tenure
system for teachers. Another recommendat4.on was that all teachers should
serve a 180-day internship with nay under nualified supervision before re-
ceiving certification.

I have already mentioned the statewide task force. The state board
authorized this task force in the fall of 1972. In the winter and sprint
of 1973 the group met on a number ofoccasions at two to three day intervals
at Lake Jackson to formulate what's known as the long-range plan for comne-
tencv-based Preparation for performance-based certification. This statewide
task force, and let me emphasize made up of a preponderance of people outside
the state department of education, identified cemnetencv-based preparation as
a process which specifies competencies to be demonstrated by educational per-
sonnel, makes explicit the performance criteria to he applied in assessing
competencies, holds the student accountable for meeting these criteria, and
holds the institution accountable for helping the student meet the criteria.

Now with regard to performance-based certification. This is the process
of licensing and/or certif "ing educational Personnel who have been assessed
as demonstrating the sets of knowledges, skills, and attitudes believed to
be essential in producing desired student learning and have been assessed as
achieving desired consequences in the area of responsibility. The fortunate
thing that we have in existence right now in the state of Georgia is that we
don't have a mandate either from a state legislature nor from the state board
of education to implement any of these kinds of dimensions without the proper
kind of developmental work and we are involved in developmental activities,
trying to actually validate these competencies that are believed to be essen-
tial in facilitating learning.

Mr. Norman: We would wish upon occasions of this nature that we had something
really profound to share with a group like this, but as Dr. Veal has already
indicated, the whole business of accountability and performance -based teacher
education preparation can he rather nebulous and rather uncertain at times.
If we look at competency-based education preparation for teachers, it has only
one final objective and that is to improve instruction in the schools of the
nation. That ultimately is the educational thrust.

People have spoken of this as being an old wine in new bottles; people
have spoken of it as being a good idea if you can figure out what it means;
and a goodly number of other things. One of the things that I have shared
in the literature and some of those of vou who are familiar with and have
copies of the January issue 1974 of Phi Delta Kenna might read that entire
issue that addressed itself to competency-based teacher education. Let me
just indicate a couple of things !.n terms of the long-range goals and the
immediate or short-range goals. One of the long-range goals obviously is to
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increase the instructional deliver services in all schools in the nation.We have discovered that one of the immediate purposes achieved in competency-
based education is that it has brought together three very important grouns.It has brought together those persons who are responsible for the teacher
training institutions,it has brought together teachers themselves, and ithas brought together the schools or school systems. You have just heard
alluded here to the fact that throughout the state of Georpia we have had
these three entities together.

If You are interested in history, let me just share a few th:.gs with
you. Where are we headed in terms of competency-based teacher education andnrenaration? In 1973, February, there was a survey done of the United Statesschools, and there were 17 states that had riven legislative administrativesupport to competency-based

teacher education at that particular time. Fif-teen states had adopted it as an alternative to the present method of certify-ing teachers. Then in 1973 also 1200 school systems were circularized witha auestionnaire. Of the 783 that responded, only 228 indicated that at thattime they were not in any fashion dealing with competency-based teacher educa-tion Preparation. So of the 783 schools some 65 nercent are very vigorously
working toward competency-based preparation. In 1974 Alfred Wilson and
William Curtis did a survey of the chief state school officers of all 50 states,and at that particular time they found that ten states had mandated this and
that Tennessee had done it for administrators but not for teachers, so we
are moving in that particular direction.

You might he interested to know that it will take roughly ten vPars fromthe time we start very seriously working toward building a competencv-based
teacher education thrust until it can he reasonably well implemented. I'mgoing to tell you why. Because there're four basic things that must he taken
into consideration in terms of competency-based teacher preparation. One of
them has already been alluded to: a tentative, with emnhasis on the tentative,
a tentative competency identification. What are the competencies that a
teacher ought to be able to demonstrate? The University of Georgia in concertwith a goodly number of other agencies, developed about four or five years ago-- and is still working on it, a plan that they call GEM, a Georgia EducationModel. We are now usinm. GEM in the Atlanta system. After competencies are ten-tatively identified, the second phase is to focus on the training of p:,rsonnel
so they can demonstrate those competencies, and here we go with the pre-service
as well as the in-service programs. The third is an assessment of the degreeof mastery of these competencies by staff. And then fourthly, these competen-cies must be validated in relationship to how well the students have performed,
have grown, have accomplished those things that we call the affective areas,
cognitive areas, and the psychomotor areas; and that continues -- it is cyclical.
It continues to go, and it continues to go, and it continues to po. One of the
things we have discovered is that Competency-based teacher education can'tbe put into operation right now. First of all, in tooling un :or competency-
based teacher preparation we need to give attention to at least five things:
tentative competency identification, a Plan for tooling up the staff to aeal
with these competencies, instructional materials that will allow us to tool
up, a system of management so that we can monitor students as they flow through
the various programs, fifthly, we must have a plan for research. I guess thisis one of the weakest areas: we really have not used research methods as well
as we should have, to find out before the end of a cycle whether it is workingor not. Accountability really means basically one thing, in three parts probably:Co we know what we are supposed to be doing? Do we know how we are Lxnected todo it? Will we know if we did it well or not after we have done it? And come-
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tencv -based teacher education will allow us to get a little closer to answer-
ing these auestions than we are at this point.

Mrs. Sanks: As I sat and listened to the people that came before me, I've
chenged my subject each time. Whether we want to admit it or not, we might
as well face it, accountability is here. Now it affects us will depend upon
us. What do we want it to be? What do we want it to mean? Will it mean that
simply you will will follow a prescribed set of objectives handed down from
perhaps the state legislature or the state board? Or will it mean that you
will be able to use your creativity in the classroom with no fear of being
weeded out because what you do does not follow the prescribed set of objectives?
These are things that we are going to have to think about. I did some research
and I found that there were several programs which have been instituted in
some states. Some systems favor the voucher plan -- the parent is riven a
voucher for an amount of money for his child. Then he gets to choose which
school his child will coT to. Once he places his child in that school, if
he finds that this is not the school whee his child should be, the school is
not improved, the narent simply roves his child again. There is another
plan which allows a contractor to bid on schools. In other words, systems
contract for objectives. Thus, if vou don't come un to the objectives, then
You don't get Paid Now is this what you want accountability to mean?

Accountability can work. As I sat here before the program started, one
lady said to me, "You don't know what accountability is." I said, -I nrobablv
don't, but do vou?" She said, "I an accountable, I've always felt that I was
accountable." Now does Your accountability mean that for fifty or fifty-five
minutes you are simply accountable to that child or to that system? Or does
your accountability go wherever that child Foes, wherever help is needed for
that child? This is accountability.

Who is going to hold us accountable? How will they measure our accounta-
bility? A Gallup Poll found that while most teachers were against it, those
that were opposed were strongly opposed, and those that were for it were strongly
for it. There are many pros and cons for accountability. For one thing, with
a set of objectives the teacher would know exactly what he or she had to do.
Rut suppose I have different children. Do I still impose these objectives on
these children simply because they have been handed down? Performance-based
education can work, but as someone else previously stated, there has to be a
period of training all around. I think it will take a while. After a Program
has been imnlemented it will finally rest on the local hoard, the local system,
to make adjustments for each particular community, and local needs.

Dr. Martin: To be last and to change what I was going to say six times already,
I'm as anxious as You to hear what I really planned to say. One speaker men-
tioned that he had two fears about accountability -- for what is the teacher
accountable, and to whom. I would add a third fear. I think that the last
speaker indicated that the concept of accountability most e" us can accept,
but then the third fear that I would add to the two that were mentioned is
by what instrument will I be measured -- in order that someone would not judge
me in arbitrary means or by some standard over which I have no control.

Dr. Veal mentioned a number of definitions on ways that certain people
could be accountable. When I was superintendent of the schools in Georgia, a
person from Philadelphia that had moved into our community, a former chairman
of the board of education in Pennsylvania, said to me that he did not see why
the educational profession could not be accountable if industry was held
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accountable: I said to him, 'You have a child in our school. Would You name
the best teacher?" And he named his little girl's teacher. I was shocked.
I went to the principal and at that particular time we had six teachers in
that particular grade in one building, and I said to him, 'Will you tell me
without it going further than this whom you consider the very poorest teacher
in the certain grade." And he told me this particular teacher -- the very worst
one was the one the man thought was the best. I said to him will you tell me
the very worst teacher in Your building -- about twenty-four teachers. This
teacher was named again. I went to a friend of hers, a colleague, and I said
would you tell me in your building the teacher that You consider the very
noorest -- the same teacher. So I started trying to find out why the dad was
so pleased, and so I add two to Dr. Veal's list. One, the child went to the
right church in Cartersville. The other one, the child made all A's for the
first time in her life. I do not want an instrument of that type of judge
my future in education in this state, and Vet I am for the concept.

For the next two or three minutes I would like to concentrate on the poli-
tics of education. So often in education we think politics is a dirty word and
we should not become involved. January of next year, 1975, we will move from
what is now known as MFFT. or Senate Bill 180 to the Adequate Program for
Education or APEC, Senate Rill 672. I hope you will get a copy of this bill.
It's '70 naves long, divided into ten parts, 76 sections. Section 50 of the
bill deals with competency-based teacher pertormance, and Section 51 with
evaluation. I think you need to read both of these sections. I think you
need to read the till in its entirety. Yam, things in this bill can move
reorgia forward very rapidly. Thirty-seven states now have kindergarten in
some Dorm. reorgia was the last state to start the twelfth grade, and I'm
fearful that we will be the last state to implement kindergarten unless we
begin as teachers to become politically concious. There are candidates in
the state of reoreia at this time who say that it is sn simple to implement
kindergarten, all you have to do is cut off the 12th grade and start kinder-
garten. It is not so simple, but believe you me, this could happen if you
think that politics is dirty.

In reorgia we have been holding hack so often in many things -- pupil to
teacher ratio in our stato, career education, our compensatory education, which
we are doing nothing about. All the thinas that could move us forward are in-
cluded in three publications I'd like for you to know: (1) AnG. Adequate
Program of Education in 'leorpia; The total study was developed last year; The
Pecommendations of APEG -- there are 147 of these, if you want to lust put
these in the hands of certain leaders in your community: and finally the ones
of you that really want to know what we will he doing in public schools of
this state K-12 in cne year from now, ask for a cony of (3) Senate Bill 672,
and read the sections that You want. Then finally may I say that as we look
forward to the improvement of education you need to allow people to know what
You want. After You read this bill, please say to the member of the reneral
Assembly representing you that you believe Georgia should do these things to
improve its educational system. We hesitate as teachers to do this. I re-
member when I was a principal in a Cieorgia school, I belonged to a very small
church. Every year we had to take a church census. Have you gone through
that? And everyone in the community knew who you were, they knew Your ape,
whether you wanted them to know it or not, and to what church you belonged.
But we had to go and see again -- you know po into the home and ask you all
these nuestions. And being a school person, I felt I had to perform the duty,
and I found myself praying as I walked up to the front door that they wouldn't
be at home. I think You do the same things when You po to the legislators,
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an I think we are roinF to -aye to c'c now and ';ay to them, "If iv] exnect
us to he accounta:le, give the tools that t.' is !'11.1 rrovides and we will

do the ie.) you want done."

From the t :rescript of the tared ''iscussion that

followed the panel presentations, the Following cuestions
and answers were excerpted (and edited):

We have neard a lot atout the reels of education in ceorria. Who works

out these goals"

A. One answer: The State Department of Education.
Another: A cormittee comrosed of people from various walks of life --
two college professors, a nousewife, two rinisters, etc. This com-
mittee went around the state noiding hearinFs, reetinp with people,
rettinr derograpnic data of aemorraphic data fror communities that
were geographically similar, georraphically different, economically
similar, economically different, racially similar, racially different,
and asking those individuals what are the kinds of trim's that you
think you would like to see your children he able to do by the time
they have gotten out of scnool? Wnat are tne rinds of attitudes, the
kinds of concepts, tne kinds of perceptions do you think they ought
to have by the time tney, get out? And this went on for a period of
time and then we asked people who were scholars in the areas -- psycho-
lory, sociology, finance, et cetera, asked ther to present position
rapers. So it was from the crass -root participation, this group came

up with the product goals. That was the process that was used in
coming up with these tentative goals for education in Ceorpia that
was runished in '7C.

Were classroor teachers involved?

A. Yes. There were classroom teachers on the task force committee. In

addition to that, you will recall that the task force did have hearing's
around the state . . . . I [or. Hodres1 attended two or three of them,
and at the ones I attended we had rany, many classroom teachers there.

I wonder how many here have ever read the roals for education in reorria.

Is it available?

A. mr. Solomon' yes coals for F-';:ration in reorr'a has been rerrinted

[and is available from the State 7epartment of education].

Another: A great deal of effort cid no into this statement of goals,
and it was adorted by the state hoara. It was a first step in the
develorrent of the ten year plan for education in ceorria that is
riven in An Fr: Adeauate Program for Education in reorria, ruhlished

in December of 1973.

0. How far along' are we in implementing the plan?
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A. Mr. Solomon: Developing the statement of goals really was just the
first phase of what was called the Georgia Assessment Project and
through an assessment effort headed by Dr. Ray Swarrert in the city
of Atlanta the development of behavioral objectives for all of the
major goal areas has been completed. We are in the process now of
moviilg to the development of criterion reference versus norm refer-
ence instruments to actually measure the objectives that are related
to the Coals for Education in Georgia. The objectives have been com-
pleted, and the instrumentation is now in process. When this is
available during this next year, we will hope actually to start
moving this kind of instrumentation into our statewide testing pro-
gram as opposed to the norm reference kinds of instruments that we
now have. If we do have the criterion reference it is going to be
much more useful for diagnostic work, and it is also going to be related
more directly to goals for Georgia and to instructional processes in
our schools.

Dr. Hodges: We have another project going in Georgia that ought to
concern you people tremendously. I hope it does, and I think it will.
Let me talk about it. We are in the process right now of beginning
to revise the curriculum framework for Georgia schools. Now it seems
to me a matter of logic that out of the goals ought to grow the curri-
culum framework, the curriculum guidelines -- that ought to be the
next step. You first determine what your goals are and then you
determine what your curriculum is going to look like in broad generali-
ties. I'm privileged to serve on the steering committee of this pro-
ject, representing GAE. Now the tremendously significant thing about
this is that the state department of education say they are committed,
and I think they are, to grounding or basing all decisions on Georgia
schools in the curriculum. In the goals, of course, that's basic,
but that every decision about a building, about the training of a
teacher, about supplies, equipment, administration, or everything else,
ought to come out of the curriculum. Now the state departments say
that from now on this is going to be the way we operate in Georgia,
that we are going to develop the curriculum that we need for our schools
and out of that will come the other decisions.

Mr. Solomon: Well, we are at the point where we do have a contract with
ETS at the fourth and eighth grade in areas of communication and reading
and career development. I'm sure that all of you in this room must be
aware of the state survey that was conducted with regard to those object-
ives and we are in the process of starting that work with national eval-
uative systems on criterion reference tests for the seventeen-year-olds
which is tied to the Atlanta Assessment Project which is tied to the
Georgia assessment effort, but embodied in all of this so I think the
thrust of your Question is that you really do work with tests and mea-
surements organizations, but you build in a constant review process of
Georgia educators and as we get further down the line with regards, say,
to the communications instrument for the 17 year-olds, many, iP not most
of you in this room, will he involved in that review Process.

0. What about teacher -- and parent -- involvement? We are the ones directly
involved. We are the ones responsible for what happens.
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A. Dr. Hodges: There is a tremendously important consideration here that
bothers me some. It seems to me that we ought to draw a line, though
it is difficult to draw, but we nevertheless uupht to draw a line be-
tween the public's responsibility and the profession's responsibility.
If we don't, the public moves in on our area of responsibility and does
it in a hurry; and so I'd like to draw lines. It seems to me that the
line ought to be drawn somewhere between goals and putting them into
practice, that really it is the public's responsibility to determine the
goals of our scho6ls -- this isn't a professional responsibility. I

understand you, and I agree with you totally, that professionals could
help with it, but nevertheless, basically the matter of determining the
goals of Ceorgia schools is not a professional responsibility; it is a
Public responsibility. After the public determines what they want us
to do, then they ought to leave us alone as professionals to get the
job done. It does seem important that we draw lines between the public
responsibility and the professional responsibility.

Mr. Solomon: And that has been an underlying assumption in our work
thus far. The establishment of goals for education in (eorgia was
based off a societal examination and by the representative leaders
of society. As the effort continued, we moved into the objectives.
When Dr. Swargert came in, he felt that it was very important to run
some Delphi Studies, and so separate Delphi Studies in terms of veri-
fying the goals were conducted with community leaders, with educators,
with predominantly teachers, and with students. So we did have those
separate Delphis, but Dr. Hodges' underlying assumption to all of this
was exactly the way it was approached -- and as our teacher from Savannah
has articulated, goal-setting is the nrovince of the public and then the
determination of the actual objectives and the assessment procedures
and instructional activities is the function of the professional.



Reports trop tale Croup Sessions:

:nese brier repolts do n_-:t adequately reflect tne quality of the pre-

sentations or of the discussiDns tnat followed, however, pernaps they,

with trio reading L.Hts, will give some idea of tne scope of the conter,nce

brogram.

STuouN.:-CENTL:,Lb LAN'ICA:lE STUDY

Presenters: :arcia Nana, Forsytn County Schools
Rosemary Umpieoy, tlreene County Schools

:lank presented a student-centered approacn to book reports.

She "it is possible to replace tne book report with a series of student-
uentereu activities teat will achieve tne above mentioned goals (under-

stan:ing or tneme, appreciation of style and familiarity with character

deve_opment). Initially activities are best containPd within the abstraction

.,.evels or recording and reporting with some generalization. Practice on

ruese levels enables future competence in tne more difficult abstractive

:rocecdres of critical jucement. She- tnen showed work produced by ner

st-dents.

Rosemary Umpleby gave a pres,:ntation on the Language Experience

approacn to Language study. Sne said teat eacn of the student-centered

language activities must nave a practical purpose in the student's eyes,
develop from or draw on tne student's experience, and use the student's

_angdage. She then gave examples of tnis approach, demonstrating the

variety and individuality of students' responses.

Suggested Readings:

Burrows, Aivina, et al. New Horizons in the Language Arts. New York:

Harper an:: Row, Publishers, 1972.

Clegg, A.B. The Excitement of Writing. London: Cnatto and Windus, 1965,

;.enneth.

New York:

,lacrorie, :van.

Wishes, Lies and Dreams, Teaching Children to Write Poetry.

Rancor House, Inc., 1'70.

Uptaught. New York: Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1970.

:orfett, James. Teaching the Jniverse of Discourse. Boston Houghton

Company, 1968, pp. 14-119.

Yatvin, Joanne. "Things Ain't Ine Way Tney Used To Be In The linglisn

Classroom." English Journal; 60, 11 (nov. 1971), pp. 1080-d5.
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.. LANGJA-)E SULY, CREATIVITY, AND COPOSITION
Presenters: Lola Clarke County Scnools

Cheryl CrawforJ, DeKalb County Scnools

Tno presentation by Mrs. Wells included a brief introduction regarding
toe importance of crea-ive writing in toe elementary classroom. Mrs.-

stresseu tne impertance or varied activities drawing upon many
sources. ..,he oeiieves '_nat cnii:ren st.culd be allowed to express themselves
witncut fear of criticism. Mi..: introduction was followed by a description
and examples of various ways or maKing book reports, children's poetry
writing, seasonal creative writing topics, papers expressing negative
feelings, toe use of tae newspaper, idioms, and class booklets. Language
Arts learal,:; centers developed by the speaker were displayed with a brief
explanation. finally, tnere was a presentation of a primary classroom's
scrapboo, tnat made composition relevant.

2nry.L Crawford oegan wiLn a definition of composition: Having
sometning to say to someone and finding a way to reify it. Composition
includes oral, visual, and written symbols. The steps in composition are
fluency, control, an effectiveness. The methods she suggested include
pre-writing discussion, warm-up activity, individual conferences, multi-
media aporaocn, individual folders, time for revision, peer evaluation,
and creative reader's theater. Toe prolects she discussed included:
newspapers, poetry notecooks, dramatic monologue, poetry illustration,
comics, improvisation, story book, collages ana journal>.

Suggested Readings:

Asnley, Rosalind Minor Successful :ecnniques for Teacning Elementary
Language Arts. ParKer Puolisning Co., Inc.

Creber, j.4. Patrick. Sense and Sensitivity. London: University of
London Press, Ltd. , 196.

Daigon, Artnor, 'irite Do! Chicago:, Harcourt Brace Jovanovicn, Inc. , 1972.

Dixon, :ohn. Growth Through Lnglisn. Reading, England: 1967, pp, 1-31.

3enkinsco, Edward B. and Donald Seyboia. Writing As A Process of Discovery.
2loomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 3971.

rtocn, Kenneth., Wisles, Lies, ana Dreams. New York: Random House, 1970.

Morgan, Fred. ;iere and Now II. Chicago: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,
1972.

Piatts, Mary E., Sr., Marguerite Rose, and Esther Snumaker. Spice.
Stevensville, Mion.f Laucational Service, Inc., 1970.

:crrance, L. R.:. Myers. Creative Learning and Teacning. New
YorK: Dodd, Mead ana Co. , 1'171.
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3. PURLIC COmMUNICATION: TPE FUTOPIC OF NOW LITFPATURF

Presenters: Matthew morrison, University of Ceorpia
John rloodworth, University of reorpia

The Rhetoric of Now Literature: The Conic Pooks (summary) -- matthew rorrison

Ancient rreece had ercules
"oderr. America has f'unermar.

Since the advent of superman in 1938, the coric hooks or each decade
have mirrored the culture and values oc our society.

Today, we see that heroes, even the flawed and aponizinv c'unerheroes
of the sixties who were involved in solvinq our social and nolitical ills,
dc not really exist in any world.

romic books in the seventies seem to have lost belief in themselves
and in their creations. Penlacing the fuperhero in the seventies is a
new kind of "hero," -- the syrnathetic monster, "aryel's "an-Thinr cannot
think: all he can do is sense. Like other heroes of this tYne, he does
not really understand the things that are hanneninp around hir.

The best of the ':ow Literature, such as "aryel Comics, is twentieth-
century mytholory and their artists this reneration's ?rover.

rusic as Fxpression (summon') -- Tohn Ploodworth

The rhetoric of the ererrinr youth counterculture was discussed by
"r. Floodworth, with emnrasis placed on a primary form cr communication
toda" -- music. The sonar of the sixties and seventies were renresentPd
as the handles for an anxious and alienated sector cc the American popula-
tion to communicate their thoughts, their roals ane desires, and their
hopes for a restructured life style and a changed world.

The discussion following the presentations centered around three
ouestions: 1) Now to use these technicues when others in the school
obiect: 2) flow to justify these as "classroom activities": and 3) Vow to
net students to know (background) what the "message" is.

Surrested Readings:

Dixon, John. rrowth Through Fnrlish. Peadirr, Fnrland: 10A7, nn. 1-13.

LuPorf, Pick and Don Thompson. All in Color for a Dime. Ace Pooks, rarer,
1970.

marvel and DC Comics, 1966-1974.

Perry, reorre and Alan Aldridge. The Penguin Pock cyc Comics, Peyised ed.
Penpuin Books, 1971.

°oszak, Theodore. The ''akin' of a Counter-Culture. rarden City: DoubledaY,
1969.

34
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4. READING An., :HE LANUAGL ARTS PROC,RAM
Presenters: Carol "larbin, Calrke County Scnools

Anita J. ;reene, Atlanta City Scnools

Carol 2arDin presented a report descriOing tne use of read-aloud
stories as an integral part of the language arts program for primary grade
onildren in an elementary scnool in Clarke County. Purposes for including
suon a prdgram in the language arts curriculum were discussed and slides
were presented wnich depicted various aspects of tne program. The follow -

up activities for read-aloud stories were demonstrated by a display of
students' work.

Suggested Readings:

Cnimoers, Dewey. -iterature for Cnilurenf Storytelling and Creative Drama.
Dubuque, Iowa: am. C. Brown Company, 197u.

Cuilinan, :jerni.:e. Literature for Cnildren: Its Discipline and Content.
Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1971.

Huck, Cnarlotte. "Strategics for Improving Inerest and Appreciation in
Literature." Pp. 203 -21U in Paul C. Burns and Leo M. Schell (eds.)
Elementary School Language Arts: Selected Heading,. Chicago: Rand

McNally and Company, 1973.
Montebello, Mary. Literature for Cnilaren: Children's Literature in the

Cdrrioulum. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1972.
Ranta, Taima. "Literature for Children in a Culturally Diverse Society."

P. 220-227 in Paul C. Burns and Leo M, Schell (ec.), Elementary
Scaool Language Arts: Selected Readings. Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1:373.

Anita Green presented a program for tne secondary sc.iool. She said
tuat tne two types of communication skills which should concern every
secondary Cnglisn teacner are receptive communication skills which involve
listening and reading and expressive skills whin include speaking and
writing. Tne language arts skills are u3timately dependent upon one another.
Listening and speaking are tne child's basic means of communication in his pre -
sc:ooi years. With the child's oasic language as a foundation, the school
provides experiences wnicn oroaden language usage. The child's listening
an speaking vocabdia:y is used to develop a reading vocabulary; whereas
the child's listening skills are refined to utilize auditory discrimination
as a basis for phonetic analysis in reading. As the child's reading ability
develops, he uses reading and speaking skills as a foundation for writing.
Thus, tnese practices recognize interrelations among the four language arts:
listening, speaking, rea:ing, and writing. All in all, the language is
tne same, only tne media for communication are different.

Suggested Readings:

Bond, Eva, arnt Guy L. Bond. Developmental Reading in high School. New

vork: The MacmiZdan 2o., 1941.

nasselriis, Peter. "Reading in Literature: Student involvement Is Just
the Beginning," Reading in tne Content Area. ERIC/CRIER IRA Mono-
graph Series, 1972, 31 -74.

Herbert, Harold L. Teaching Reading in Content Areas. Englewood Cliffs;
Prentice-Hail, Inc., 1970.

Hosier, Max, and Guy Wagerner. Reading Games. Darien: Teachers Publishing

Corp., 19o0.

:3 5
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harlin, Robert. "Wnat Does Research in Reading Reveal -- About :reading and

tne High Scnool Student?" English Journal, 58, 3(March 1969), 368-95.
M3rh3netlel, Ned. . 17etter Reading in the Secondary School. New York:

Inc Ronald Press Co., 19u6.
Rauch, Sidney J. and H. Alan Robinson. Guiding the heading Program.

Chicago: Science Researcn Associates, Inc., 1965.
:intz, Mules V. The Reading Process. Dubuque; Wm. C. Brown Company

Publishers, 1970.
The Commission on the English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers

of English. The English Language Arts in the Secondary School.
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956.

5. REMEDIAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAMS
Presenters: Frances Reed, Hall County Schools

Jane Kesler, Hail County Scnools
Marcelyn Hooks, McDuffie County Schools

Frances Reed and Jane :.ester, using transparencies, slides and tapes,
desdribed a program in reading that has evolved at Johnson High, Hall
,:ounty, without federal or state funds but with local administrative support
an..: voluntary community materials and resources help. In the course the
communications laboratory approacn is used; instruction is individualized.
The course was initiated for students reading below grade level; however,
because the method has proven so helpful in improving reading skills,
plans are being made to provide a developmental reading improvement course
as an elective.

Marcelyn Hobbs gave an excellent and comprehensive report of a Title
I English-Reading Rotation Program in McDuffie County. This program,
wnicn Mrs. Hobbs nas worked with and helped shape and direct over a period

of several years, as been recognized nationally for its effectiveness and

1,)t, it, .)rganizational excellence. In her presentation, Mrs. Hobbs used
slides, transparencies, statistical data, and samples of student work.

Both presentations were well received. Audience interest and involve-

ment were high. The questions from the audience were concerned with the
practical, procedural details that seemed crucial to the success of both

programs.

See Readings unaer #4 and #18.
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"VP IA C(M"ITTrATT^: Cr"PrcITION A NPW Kr"
Presenters: Pat Mannino, rountY

rail Ayres, rraduate student, University of reorcia
Faye Phillips, rreuate Student, University of reorria

at "anninp explained how a prour of students in her compositionclasses nroduced a Super-8 "ovie for less than 5,F.00. The movie was1asee on caki's "The Interloners." the said that even those teacherswho know nothinc' about filrinc can he successful if ter follow a listof sters she nresentee.

rail Ames and rave Phillips rresentce stueert and teacher radevisuals ror communication and corporitior. "ary of thoir idea; were for
elementary students, but they could be aeanted for 4unior hich and seniorhiph students. core of the exarrles of the material, ircluee: 1) trans-parencies of students' poems; 2) books for noers; 3) feel box; 4) see chest --a collection of pictures for comnosition: 5) nurrets to aid self-expression;and 6) a slide and tane presentation.

Almost all rerhers of the rrour reacted with intense interest andenthusiasm: sore asked auestions about a rationale for filr-rakinv in at:cnrlish Class. The General attitude of the mroun was one of sharinP
new and excitinP media technieues.

Surrested Peaeinrs:

nrown, et. al. Audio Visual Instructions:
York rera7Tiil.

"aterials and rethods. rew

Uanke, Jeannette J. 'Filrrakinv -- core Exneriences with the rifted."
English Journal; 60, 3 (Jan. 1971),nr. 171 -175.

Lerelt, Carol. "Lanruave, aninr, and the Classroor." Fnplish Journal,62, 7 (October 1973), nr. 989-991.

edia and "ethods (monthly). Philaeelnhia: Forth American Puhlishinp romnany.

O'Keefe, Patrick A. "The "ovie's the "essare!" Fnplish Journal, 60, 7(Oct. 1971), nn. 957-959.

Planninr and Producinv Audiovisual "aterials. Jerrold r. Kerr (ed.), 2nd.
ed. Scranton: Chandler Publishing Co., 196P.

Purvis, Alan. Pow Porcupines Make T.ove: A Pesponse-Centered Curriculum.
Lexinrton, "assachusetts: Yerox Collere Puhlishinp, 1972.

'e!estbrook, Leon. "Input; A communication Fxnerience." rnvlish Journal,67, 7 (October 1973), pn. lon4-joc7.

(See Peadinrs under ('9 and $21)
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7. IvPPOVISED IIPAA: A rpmir.
Presenters: Jane Ouinn, University of reorria

Petsv Acheson. Un'versitv of ncorria

Jane nuinn rave a- brief introduction to irprovisatior in erara; than
twelve of her drama students deronstrated diffcrert tYpes of irnrovisations
with mass, cardboard characters, Ptc.

Petsv Acheson listed the overall areas of nolertial growth that a
teacher would want to 'Keep in rind when workinr irnrovisation. (1)
The first is the develonnent of the chilO's self concept. Each child
should cone throurh the drara experience likinn himself better than when
hP started. (2) Verbal rrowth is the second. Particinatinr in situations
derandinr the use of various styles of sroken Janruarc and vocabularies
neculiar to the situation enhance this learnirr. (3) Drara rosters intel-
lectual prcwth by actually enticinr students into research to locate infor-
ration with which to continue their drama. (4) The Final rrowth is that
of values -- of morality. Pxploration of the results of one's actions in
nlav (reversihi77-7T;ation allows the narticipants to reflect or the

repercussions of various decisions taken -- or the lacJ, of them!

The audience was involved ane interested. Audience experience with
drama were discussed and nuestions involvine Low to rrenare students For
innrovisation were ernhasized.

Sur rested Peadinrs:

9ritton, Jares. Lanyuarc and Learning. London: Penruin Press, 1972.

')rusher, Peter F. "Fchool Around The Pend." Psycholory Today, June, 1972.

!!pathccte, Dorothy. Drama in Education of Teachers. flniversitY of rewcantle-
upon-Tyne: Institute of Education, 1966-67.

Hosford. Prentiss V. "!'aric of Drama." Lanruare Activities. Urbana, Illinois:
"ational Council of Teachers of Fnplish, 1973, nn. 84-87.

Hosford, Prentiss !I. and Elizabeth Acheson. "Child Prara . . . and Jonathan
Livingston Searull," rnplish record. Sumer, 1974.

Tones. Robert. The Dramatic Irarination. !'ew vork: Theatre Arts !looks, 1941.

Moffett, Jares. Drama: What is !!anpeninp? Charnairn, Illinois: rrTr, 1967.

Polskv. "ilton. " . . . Par-n-Prara and sociodrara. Technieues For Pole
Playinr." Praratics. Chio: The International Thespian Society,
FeLruarv, 1974.

Posen, Connie and Harold Posen. The Lanuare of Prirary School Cliildren.
London: Penguin Press, 1973, nn. 207-224.

Warner, Petty Jane. "Evokinr rut level Drama." Learninr. "arch, 1974.

(See Readings under #8)
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8. TYPROVIqATIcN: A PPnCESF OF DISCCVFRY
r'resenters: Frank ('hew, Acadery Theatre, Atlanta

Prentiss Poscord, l'niversitv of r:eorria

rrank Chew spoke of the value of imnrovisation and Or the factors %Mich
often cause failures in Irrrovisation. He was more concerned with shat so
often keens irrrovisation from beir.r a nrocess oc dircoverv. These failures
he lists as: 1) the fear of failure, the Fear of criticism, and the fear
of ap2earinr ridiculous; 2) varue goals and arbitrary standards of 4udrement;
3) pantomime as harmful to the rrocess of improvisation.. He concluded ,1,
sa,,inr, "Improvisation rust he a process of discovery for ever one, not iust
the students. Issues must po below the surface."

Dr. Hosford spoke using literature as a teach round for drama. Sl'e
rave as an example an imnrc- :sat ion hv fourth and fifth rraders ased on
The Kir.r's countain by Lin,: Alexander. Fhe conclude(: that a rreat deal was
learned ahout history, feelings, and the children themselves.

The nreser.tations were excitinr and a discovery process for everyone
since the rarticirants were actually asked to i'r'rovise. Throurh the imnro-
visations they discovered how irrortant concentration, telievaility,
relaxation, and eniovment are in making the technieue worthwhile.

Suggested Peadinps:

?arnfieid, cahriel. Creative Drama in the Schools. Yew "ork: "art T'uhlishino
Corranv, 1966.

Holbrook, David. Frplish for "aturit.r. London: Camhridre University Press,
1961.

Pedprave, Fir "ichael. ask ork: Theatre Arts Pocks, 1961.

Stanislayski, Konstantin. Creatinp a Pole. New York: Theatre Arts looks, 1961.

Way, Prian. Development Throurh Drama. Longman. croup Limited, London, 1967.

(See Peadinrs under 417.)
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TV A' "rVT7f Ac C7= ANn Ton!.
Presenters: naula rroeuatc Ftueent, nniversitv c' reorrie

'an :7are, arVe Count' fehoolp

naula Anderson (rib ne a hirh nchoo1 ca-" usirp "") tore viewirr
as content. eiscussinr reasons 'cr televisiou study, processes involved
in this snecific stue',', and thc introuctory period of the course.

7Thrs maior erphasis or t'-e nresertation was on how to structure the
content of -V into a curriculu-. Fhe eid not co over every rerre or -V,
hut rather eiscussed in eepth the renrns o' cormercials and draratic chows.
In oac'' rcnre sermont the student was ArYed to reae at least one specific
artic10, view several shows and he nrenaree to discuss what he reps, and
riiall- to cornose ane Present an example of each renre.

Pan yard nrecented an account of his course in filr study and movie-
rak:nr. prnhasis, also, was on usinr viewinr exneriences as content.

The narticinantr raipee ouestions a!out un:r -V and reviec as tools
and ahout developins critical re'ho,is for eveluPtinr -V rind movies..

ruraestee oeadinrs.

reach Pielar0 "Teri rc Visual cliche Throurh 1Ar^uaric." Yeefa and
'ethods. 1, 1, (Fertrv-'er, 1973), nn. 3Q+.

%ronat, navmond. rilrs an rPelinrs. Canihriden: Tle ".T.T. nrPss, 19f-.

Thomas. Popular -edia and the Teaching of Lnrlis. Paciric Pali-
saees ^00d,/par rui:lishinr Co^nanv, 1972.

rross, Larry. "The 'real' tiorle of Television." Toeaver Feucation. C1, 1,

(.anuarv/Feruar,-, 1974), pn.

Katz, Sheldon. "Turninl, the Kids on with "eeia." Audio Visual Instruction.
14, 8 (Octoher, 19C9), "r. 03_5].

Kuhns, Fxplorinr Television. Chicaro; T.y01 "niversity nress, 1971.

and nohert tanlev. FxplorinP the niir. Payton: reorre A.

nrlaur, nuhlisher, Inc., 196E.

Littel, ,Icsenls F. ropinr Telpvinion. rvanston: "cnoural Littel and

ropanv, 1973.

Postran, Television and the Te,chinr of rnrlish. "ew Arnleton-

rroftn, Inc., 19E1.

Schran!-., ieffrev. TV Action roo;,. Ivanston: !.'cDoural, TAttol and ror-nanY.

1974,

40
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10. A HUMANITIES-CENTERED ENGLISH PROCRAN
Presenters: Gervaise Perd:.e, Houston County Schools

L,Cu_ina Liz, ock,:ale ,:ounty Schools
in C. Fort Valley State College

Gervaise W. Perdue spoke on the humanities program in the Houston
County High Schools. She said, 'Humanities is a multi-disciplinary study
of themhtiC topics and/or chronological eras. The thrust is on involvemeht
by students through simulation activities sucn as midi-worlds, mini-societies,
mock court systems, mock senares, world councils, etc. Activities vary: indi-
vidual ana group research; plays, skits, lectures; producing movies, compo-
sition, newspapers; art, music, dance, multi-media presentations; visitors
anu field trips.

LaJuana Modiing presented a paper "Humanities Curricula Consensus:
Current Writing." The three major points of the paper were: 1) a humanities
program must be designed specifically for the system in which it is to operate;
2) organization ana content of the program expand tne existing system; ani
3) the program must be humanistic.

Emma C. Walker presented a brief for "A Humanities-Centered English
Program." In the forward she said, "Dormant in courses in English and
American literature is the potential for numanistic focus. To a large
extent a humanities-centered course depends upon the teacher's skill in
adapting content to the numanistic disciplines. The acquisition of such skill
would hardly require extensive formal study; it might wel] receive impetus
from this statewide English conference . . . " Areas of discussion included
the climate for nurturing the humanities; the purpose, goals and expected
results of courses in the humanities; efforts to reach the culturally deprived
student.

Suggested Readings:

3randwein, Paul F. The Permanent Agenda of Man: The Humanities. Altanta:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovicn, Inc., 1970.

Davidson, Robert F. et. al. The Humanities in Contemporary Life. New York:
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1960.

Jarrett, James L. The Humanities and Humanistic Education. Reading,
Massacusetts: Addison-wesley Publisning Company, 1973.

Marckwardt, Albert H. (ed.) Literature in Humanistic Programs. Champaign,
Illinois: NCTE 1967.

Miller, Bernard S. The Humanities Approach to the Modern Secondary School
Curriculum. New York: Center for Applied Research in Education, 1972.

Muller, it J. The Children of Frankenstein. A Primer on Modern Technology
and Human Values. Bloomington, Indiana Indiana University Press, 1970.

Patterson, Cecil H. Humanistic Education. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Prentice Hail, Inc., 1J73.

Walker, Saunders E. "PuttinA tne Humanities to Work," The Fort Valley State
College Bulletin. Vol. XXXIV, May 1073, No.
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RESPCN3ES Lli'ERAFJRE

resentets: Lualap, Fulton County S.:hools
?cme City Szhocl,,

County .-;,:nools

The first presenter, ::3,;ar.: Luniap, presente.1 several ways teas_%e:d

can nab students give logical responses to literary selections, wit% empha-
sis 3n lyric poetry. The major point brought out was the fact that we
snould attempt to De sure tna: all parts of a poem ;ive or are logically
Interpreted.

Tne second presenter, Anna presente:. slilies on what Was

in ner sonD__ to resj-,_rases in Literature. Snw
tni: ma%y of tne pro!ects stu,:ents Of her SC

:neir elementary realing program.

:_e c%Ir:. presenter, prese%te vernea-i transTarenoies
s1 .1.,h- %o :; teacners can encourage students t-h -e_y% ,r'_ r...1,>ts of

lizerat..re not only ".%-
teacher m_..3t treat,,, an atmospaere conuucive to opeh stu:ent resp3%se.
3nly ne provide an open classroom, but he must respond actively to
literature himself. Reading as many :30oNS as possible, especially current
ones and ones students suggest, enables the teacher to feel confident
to teacn a variety of Hooks and prevents aim from naving repetitious pro-
grammed responses to DJO.KS he assigns the students." in discussing students'
responses sne "Stu:lents should De allowed to respond to the literature
in a way comfortaDle to tnem. Some possible ways are individual presentations
involving stu:ent-made audio-visuals, dramatizations analytical and creative
writing, research, and stu:ent puDlications."

The audience :iszussion focused on ways of interpreting and responding
to poetry.

S_:ggeste.: Readings:

Blake, Robert W. "I See You, I Hear You, You're OKf Humanizing the English
Classroom." Englism Journal; 63, 5(May 1974), pp. 41-46.

:.arisen, Robert. books and the Teen-Age Reader. i.ew York: Harper & Row,
1-111.

Jonn. ,rout.. '.,rough English. Reading, England: 1967, pp. 32-70.

Hillocks, 7,eorge, jr. Alternatives in English: A Critical Appraisal of
Elective Programs. Urbana, Illinois: ERIC 1972.

Kahn, Norma B. "A Proposal for Notivating :lore Students to Life R,:aling of
Literature." English Journal, 6J, 2 (February 1074), pp. 34-43.

R. The open Classroom. New York: New York Review,

Purves, C. hOW Porcupines aKe Love: :oLes on a Response-Centered
Curriculum. Lexington, Massacnusetts: Xerox College Publisning, L972.
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7

iniividEal. As 1%en Donelson nas so ably pointed out in the Georgia English
Counselor, English Journal, and elsewhere, taere are specific steps which
may be taken against toe assault of a critic of the book or books students

read in a climate 3: fre- cl independent reading. Especially important
is the nee: f3r -a,o teadner to nave caretudly developed rationales i(oth
for tne 'a ..in; of literatdr,, anu for spcitic worrs which students t.Ay -e
dSKe.st to It Foes with.i-t saying tnat every English teacher must lie
-sore tnan passingly familiar wito the range of contemporary literature for
aloies::ents.

Advisory Statement Concerning kescricteu Circulation of Library 'Idteriais.
;Approved py tne intellectual Freeaom Committee, June 20, 1971, as an
interpretation et the Library X111 of: Rigots.) Chicago, Illinois:
American Library Association.

(.;,Ive articles reprinted from The Leaflet of the New England
Association of Teaoners of Englisn.) Champaign, Illinois: NCTL,

Cens.,rsnip an.. tne Englisn reacher. (Arizona Englisn Bulletin) Champaign,
Illinois:

crut.dh, Alice, (e.,) "Now Prid_ots Pdplications for 1975." English
'ournui; (,2anEary

Donelson, r:ennetli L. "Censorship: 'Inc Englisn leacher, The English
Department, and lac State Engli,h A:tiliate," ,;eorgia Englisn Cc t'se'or,
li (May 1.371), pp. 1-7.

L"a--Lnx.1"c, the L__sor; Some Responsibilities of the
Lnglisn Department," Englisn Journal; 58, 9 (September 1969), pp. 869 -

87o.

;or:on, Edward, et al. The Students' Right to Read. Champaign, Illinois:
N=, 1962.

Lvndn, James J and Isertrand Evun3. hign school English Texts: A Critical
Examination. Boston: Little, thrown anti Company, 1963.

::c2l llan, Grant (et.) Censorship in the united States. New Yort:: inn('

Wilson

Meeting Censorhsip in the Scnool: A Series of Case Studies. Champaign,
Illinois: :iCTE,

VIewpoints: Controversy in Content an, Materials in Schools. Division of
Curriculum Development and Pupil Personnel Services, Office of instructional
Services, Atlanta, Georgia: Georgia Department of Education, 1973.

hat Lu i -fore ..:enEot Comes and At ter," (Reprinte(i trim toe Newsletter
on Intellectual Freedom), Chicago, Illinois: American Library Asso-
ciation, March 1372.
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12. RPI7rIflr TEE rIAP PFTVFFN STPPErT TrArETNr A::1) PIe5'.7 vrpr TFArPI"r

PresPnters: Funice Firs, Atlanta fit,/ Schools
echhie 'Peeks, Jefferson County Schools

rlriering the ran (surrarY) - runice Fir

The sulYiect soul-I:::' sirnle -- as though there were onlY one ran. As a
ratter ' fact, there are as ram, rars as there are surervieira teachers,
stueent teachers, school philosophies, administrative regulations., Pre-
stu-4.ent-teachinr educational onrortunities, and thc' constantly cl,anpina
eerases oc the educational scene. If a prosrective teacher has had the
cad vantage of an intershin even before the student tcachirr experience he

i. alreadY "aan-oriented," and is much better al- le to core with the suc-
ceedina gars.

rven before student teachina, there has no doubt been aeenuate Pre-
paration in sublect matter. Ii: the new assianrent, however, there raY brs
the seee for willingness to aceuire knowledge in new fields. rolleae pre-
paration in teachina rethods, and curriculum development ane irrlemertation
raY not gave been exacta" what was expected in the student teachirr
exPerience. Pemands in these areas may be different arair in the new

assirnrent. The Philosophies oc the schools' ldrinistrations, ray not be

the care. Adantahilitv is the key to success here. 'Doing your own thing"

is great as long as a teacher recognizes tl-e success of his methods with the
students, but raking an issue of all of the school's policies arc nractices
with which he doesn't a-ree is a sure way to rake the new teacher an isolate,
without the cooreration and help he will surely reed in a berinning situaticn.

Brieaing the ran (summary) - Psobie Weeks

Perhans the most star rind task that races a cirst "ear teacher is
curriculum development, and no ratter how many evneriences the student teacher
has in his college program, he will never fully realize the weight of tl-is
resPonsii-ility until he begins to plan his own curriculum for his owr students.

'oo often teachers rerard curriculur as a neatly written, docurenr handed
down by state departrents, county hoares, or obliging book nuhlishers. reorre

Pillocks, Jr., provides a briec definition of the term in "The fnalisb 'eacher

as Curriculum 'Aaker':
It is far were useful to think of a curriculum as a seouence
of interactions among students, raterials, and teacher, a
seeuence of experiences through which a student Progresses

toward sore coal. In that sense, the teacher is truly the
curriculur raker, for he is largely responsible for hoth the
kind and euality of the experiences.

rc course, we have all repeatedly heard sirilar definitions in our curriculum

courses, and most of us nrohablv Paid lin service to such theorY: however, how

many first year teachers have had enough exrerience in nlanninr are irplerentina

s-ch a curriculur to feel comfortable in the role of curriculur raker?
Admittedly, every education raior ma} es some attempt at curriculur

Planning when he carefully designs lesson and unit plans for rethods and

curriculur courses. UsuallY. these plans are designed for an imaginarY rroup
of students who all read above grade level, who have an unnuenchahle eesirP
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to learn, and who will write hauntinr, sensitive roetr'r and prose if only asked
to do so. When the student beains his student teachinr exrerience, he nets
another chance to nlav curriculum raker. However, he usually relies on the
classroom teacher's assessment of her students' needs and on her evaluation
of his instruction. Thus the student teacher receives little rractice in
carrvinp out the important first and last stens of curriculum development.

Suddenly this same stuC.ent teacher. now a real teacher, bravely faces
clix classes of hirh school students. In one class alone, he eisoovers students
who read two years above rraee level and students who read two years below
first rrade level. This curriculur maker rust eevelon a curriculum that will
meet the needs of annroximatelv 150 students for the year.

In order to develop this sort of curriculum, a first vPar teacher will
have cc do an unbelievahle amount of involved plannina. rneakinr for myself,
I am one first year curriculum maker who needed all the help I collie pct.

In their reaction to the presentations, rerhers cf the audience Pave
their views of the as and nossihle solutions. These suarestions were made:

1. Conference includinr classroom teacher are: ccllere sunervisor
before the student teacher cores to discuss roals, orranization,
evaluation, etc. Keen communication o'en at all tires between
these two aspects of student teachinr.

2. Sronsorinr teacher for each first wear teacher.
3. Pe nrofessional -- ask nuestions, attend meetings, read, etc.

Surrested Peadinrs

Pston-Warner, rvlvia. Teacher. Touisville, Yentuckv: Touchstore Puhlishinr
Cornany.

Dixon, John. Growth Through Fnglish. Peadinr, Duplare: 1967, nn. 107-110.

Fader, Daniel. The Nakee Children. New York: rlantar Pooks, Inc., 1972.

(gasser, William. Schools Without Failure. rew York: Harper and Pow.

Crepory, Thomas P. Fncounters with Teachinp. Prentice-Pall, Ire., 1972.

Hillocks, Georre, Jr. "The Enrlish Teacher as Curriculum aker." English
Anril/Yav, 1974, pp. 236-4P.

Valonev, Henry P. Accountability and the Teachinr of Fnrlish. Urbana, Illinois:
NCTF, 1972.

rcruire, Vincent, et.al. Your Student Teachinr in the recondary School.
Allyn and Pacon, Inc., 1959.

real, Charles D., et.al. The Perinninr Teacher at Work. Purress Publishincr-
Co., 1971.

Postman, Neil and. Charles Wcinrartner. The School Pook. ":ew York: rell

publishing Company.

Peillv, Howard F. Student Teachinr: Two Years After. ?!m, C. Prown Corpanv,

Inc., 1965.
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13. NATIONAL AND STATE ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS
Presenters: Roy O'Donnell, University of Georgia

Eugene Bottoms, State Department of Education

The National Assessment of Education Progress, funded by the Carnegie
Corporation, the Ford Foundation, and the U.S. Office of Education, is de-
signed to provide information on the knowledge, proficiency, and values of
students and young adults in ten subject areas of the typical school curri-
culum. Writing was one of the ten areas selected for assessment.

The first writing assessment was conducted in 1969-1970. The popula-
tion was 2000 individuals in the following are groups: 9, 13, 17, 26 to
35, selected by sampling procedures similar to those used by Gallup. Other
assessments are scheduled at least through the 1970's.

Reports of the National Assessments of Educational Progress -- Peport
3, Writing; 8, Writing mechanics; 02-L-01, Understanding Imaginative Language;
02-L-02, Responding to Literature; C2-L-03, Pecornizing Literary Works and
Characters -- rav be obtained from

Superintendent of Documents
U.Q. Government Printing Office
Washington, n.C. 204^,?

In 1970 the reorgia Board of Education approved the Goals for Education
in reorria, goals which are directed to the development of the individual and
relate to the preparation of students it reading, mathematics and career
development.

The present Georgia Statewide Testing Program utilizes norm-referenced
standardized measures in grades four, eight, and eleven, but the Department
of Education is now moving into the development of criterion-referenced
tests

Ceorgia teachers, subject area supervisors, and Department of Education
staff have participated in defining the fourth and eighth grade objectives
to be used in the construction of the criterior-referenced tests. As test
items are written by snecialist at Educational Testing Service, Ceorgia
teachers will review each nuestion for relevance and appropriateness.

Field testing will take place in all sections of Georgia. In order to
collect data for performance "above" and "below" acceptable criterion levels,
the tests will be given in grades 3 and 5 for determining 4th grade standards,
and in grades 7 and 9 to establish 8th grade standards. Data from the field
testing sill be used by committees of Georgia educators to assemble final test
forms for use in grades 4 and 8.

Further information about CAP, Georgia Assessment Protect, may be obtained
from

Division of Planning, Rest_rch, and Evaluation
reorgia State Department of FAucation
Educational Annex Puilding
Atlanta, neorgia 30334
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14. MSORFFIP, 7:>7FrOKS, Ar.D PAPEPFACYS
Presenters: -arlone Caplan, TeKall county cchools

...rota cba,*hurn, cchcols
Fur Aree, Pniversitv of Ceorgia

Censorship (Fummarv) "arlere caplan

The rresentaticn is into two nalts a con-i,'or71:cn nf
targets of censorshir an: of the censor- thcrelves: a ''iscussion cc low to
avoid censorship and how to deal with it if ;t has not t c_r. avoide(=. -le
essential points are summarized below.

Panhazard heel, selectio: hv teachers can oniv agrravate the rrnlem
of censorship. As hooks are selectee, teachers should tale irto consideration
the many targets of censorship, which include the following:

1. political views in a work that differ 'ror those of the censor
2. treatment of rirorities and ethnic groups
3. roles portrayed by women in hooks
4. prohlems of contemporary society as the central concerns of books
5. use cf language not acceptable to the censors and not appropriate

to polite classroom discussion

Kenneth Donelson, in "The Ftudents' night to Fen,!, sets forth the
N.C.T.E. guidelines for dealing with censorship. Brieflv, the council
suggests a two -step program for every school:

First -- a corr'ittee of teachers should be established to consider
booi, selection Procedures and to screen complaints.

second -- efforts should be made to estahlish a community atrosnhere
in which local citizers ray he enlisted to sunnort the freedom
to read.

The first of these steps is most important -- every Fnglish Penartmert FN-,%2e
develop its own statement explaining why literature is taught and how looks
are chosen for each class. The Council suggests that this statement should
he on file with the administration Lefore any complaints are received. Fvery
Enrlish teacher should prepare a rationale, preferably written, for an**, hook
to be read by an entire class. The rationale should include teaching encroaches,
objectives, env possible censorship problems and how they will be handled.
The administration should know the hocks that Yin he used `or class reaeirr
by English teachers. The second step -- enlisting community sunnort is
Pcuallv important. Tf rerhers of the community are income(' about brol-
selection rrocOures and are ^erbanq invcIve-' in ccnr;i('erirc, cr'r^n1Pirt- ac,n4r,-t

anv wort', there will rrchably bP von* few corp]airts.

"rs. chadburn suggeste,1 guidelines that would enable rrglisl r!enart7i'nt
text'_ rat comrittees to estallish criteria fnr -electing textheols and

surnlementary materials. Long range planning, continuous evaluatior of
materials being used, and wise investment in surnlementary materials car
contribute much to the effectiveness of the instructional Prograr.

Censorship, the 1:nrlish Teacher, and the 'anerhacl, Pe volution (currarv) --
Hush Aree

Censorship in sore form has existed for thousands cf years, arc' c'eutt-
less will continue to exist in some fora. The English teacher, the Fnglih
]erartrent, the school, and the entire school sys.tem rust he prepare(: fol
the challenge of censorship. Fvery teacher and adrinistrator must realize
that no book or idea is ever immune to the critical eve of some 7roun or
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15. DEVELOPING A CLIMATE FOP CROSS-TEACPIrC
Presenters. Arpelia woore, G=raduate student, i'niversitv of neorria

mike Cool-. and Foxfire Editors

Rettye Johnson and Linda Fair, Teacher Corps

rllimate for nross-Teaching - -core

-He term cross-teaching rid'.' :e relative!" new, t's or stud,7to,
teachin- nt-er students is not. Peer teact.'ng is a- old as Cr' rte rc-:"
schoclhouse, but what we are talking a. out "ere :s gore t'.an eer
or an educational innovation, or a romantic illusion. T thin} what we are
talk inr al out here is an attitude or even a nhiloso7,hv al our ('.:.cation.

It seems to me that the chief ohstacle to cross-teacHing has 'e'er
past condtioning of I,cth teachers and students. To develoT, 0,:mre for
cro-,-teachinr, one is really develcr-ine an attitude about teachir- and
learninr -- an attitude that says students have something wort'w'ile to sa"
to each other, to their teachers, a-d to their corrunit": an attitude tlat
says students can and dc learn from each other and the world around them as
much or more than they learn in our educational systems: an attitude t' at nays
students learn hest when they initiate a learnirr situation in which they
become totally involved: an attitude that says one of the most useful tcm17
students and teachers can learn in the modern worlc: is learning about tle
Process of learninp and the process of change.

Cross-teaching involves students and teachers in prour interaction.
James -offett says that the teacher's role in the erour nrocess is "to create
models of talking topether and heloinm each other that punils car. nut into
operation in small units . . . nut of his spirit he creates the climate of
colleorative learning and helpful resronding." noth moffett and Carl "odors
eive lists of sore of the cualities necessary for a facilitator of learninr.
Stanford and Roark have an excellent chanter on proun develonment in the
classroom. sore of the other books offer nraci.ical supfestions for classroom
use. However T do not think the idea of cross-teaching should he limited
to the classroom. I think the concept expands to include learninp in the
environment, in the community. The best examples I can rive you are Foxfire
and the work done by the Teacher norns.

The roxfire student representatives throurh film and nersonal exneri-
ences presented elements of one tvpe,of cross-teaching. This cross-teachinr
situation is eight Years old and centers around the concert of first establishing
a climate of student involvement by enpapinp them in a task-oriented nrolect,
here Putting out a magazine. In the nrocess, students learn and are taught
skills from others in the community, draw upon English skills to write the
articles, use added skills of photography, editing, firancinr, to put the
magazine topether fo- distribution. When other students join the staff,
students train, the new students. Students also achieve certification in s ill
areas (photography, editing, etc.), the certification once arain granted Iv
the students. Students vote and are instrumental in all chances, additions,
decisions. It is truly a most ideal cross-teaching arrangement, wits students
teachin7 students, community teacirn students, stuontc teachinr community,
students teaching teacher, teacher advising students and teaching them at
the same tiro. A climate evolves for this by openness, accentar( , an'
tolerance for others.
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The teacher corns renresentatives discussed their exneriences as
students. as teachers and as comrunity leaders. Tomether with the panel
and the T'articiTints they emnhasized key ideas concerned with develoning a
climate for cross-teachin. First, the teacher must he concerned with
develoninp rositive self-concents, trust, and accentance. Second, the
teacher must establish working natterns with other lcher., between the
students, and with each other. And finallv, the teacher rust he corritted
tc long hours of nlanninm -- It's not an P:00-3:15 ;oh.

Suprested Peadinps:

Rruffee, Kenneth A. "Collaborative Learning Fore Practical ?'oriels."
College English. February, 1973, nn. 634-643.

nartner, Alan, 'lam/ Kohler, and Frank Piessman. Children Teach Children.
New York, 1971.

Punter, Elizabeth. Fncounter in the Classroom row Ways of Teachin. row
vork: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972.

"ason, Edwin. Collaborative Learning. New York: Apathon Press, 1972.

roffett, James. Teaching the Universe of Discourse. New work: Houghton
"ifflin Cornanv, 1968.

. A Student- Centered Lanpuape Arts Curriculum, Grades Y-13:
A Handbook for Teachers. "Iew York: Houghton "ifflin Company, 1973.

Pogers, Carl. Freedom to Learn. ColLmhus, Ohio: Charles F. rerril3
Publishing Comnanv, 1969.

Stanford, nene and Albert E. Roark. Human Interaction in Education. Poston:
Allvn and Macon, Inc.., 1974.

Yeinstein, Gerald and "ario P. Fantini. Toward rumanistic reucation: A
curriculum of Affect. New York: rraeger Publishers, 197.

'.:ipginton Eliot. The roxfire Book. rew York: Anchor rress/noubledav, 1972.
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1E. F ''' ^LISP PPOnPA!'S 1r 7"F 70's: PFAFrIP"Irr rOALF
Presenters: Edna Farl Edwards, Vest reorgia College

Willanelle csreene, nainesville 7ity (7chools

Eena Earl Fdwards re-defined the goals ir teachinp Fralish in tea's
of the student. She said, "We must not have the same exnectancies for all
students. nverall, each student should achieve a sense of ieertitv as ar
individual are as a rerler of a larger sogietY. t,iterature is a means of
his learning about himself and others, of raining a broader scope of mankind
with individual internretations of neonle and the universe. Thus, a student
must be able to read and rust have a positive attitude toward reading in
order to continue to read without assianrents from teachers. Uc.ina the

lanpuape effectively it oral or written form can enable a student not only
to clarify his thinkinr hut also to explore possihilities of inventiveness.
Thus, cur students should find lanpuape a tool to communicate their ideas to
themselves and others."

Willanelle rrene rresentee tle Fnplish flropram in the Painesville
Schools as fairly tynical of those which, are tryinp to become aeeeuate to
nresent needs of students, which retaining any points of excellence from our
recent past and establishing a curriculum and rethodolopv which will show
some awareness of the lanpuape needs of students who will live most of their
lives in the 21st Century. Assurirr that these are tYnical goals for
Enplish Programs in reoraia in 1974, a comparison of what is hapreninp
locally with what we can learn from the scholars and nractitioners from
nre-school to university levels by examining the literature, the projects,
and the materials should enable us to evaluate our efforts and chart future
objectives.

nuestions fror the audience included: What has been the trend in
teaching traditional prammar? What 4s our goal for the student -- is the
emphasis in the auarter system too mucl. on courses instead or on students?

Suggested P.eadinps:

Art and "an, and Scone, fror Scholastic.

Carlson, Puth Kearney,, Writing Aids Through the Grades. Teacher's College Press.

Circle of Stories. Harcourt, !Brace, Jovanovich.

Cullum, Albert. Push Pack te resks. Citation Press.

Curriculum for Fnplish. grades 1-C. Nebrarka Curriculum Pevelorrent Center, NCTF.

Livingston, Howard. "Public Douhlesneak: Lanpuage and t'eaninp in the Fnrlish
Curriculum." Enplish Journal, 63, 6 (September, 1074), rm. 18f.

Nelson, C. Lynn. "Toward Teachirg FrIp1'3h for the Peal World." Fnalish Journal,
63, 6 (September 1974), nr. 45-49.

Pussell and Pussell. Listening Aids Through the tirades. Teacher's College Frees.
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17. STAFF rEVFLOPmENT PPOrPAmS: SPFInN AND ImPTIVENTATION
Presenters: Flizabeth real, Chatham County Schools

ary Jc Dow', Co),I) County Schools
Jack rcCleod, County schools

Elizabeth real nrosentee staff dovelonrent as a concert which includes
in-service, and some new factors -- accountability and competency-based
teacher education and certification. the said, "Teachers are the real key
to education. rood staff developrent then is essential, for we can not
change all the colleges or the world, but we can help to change the places where
we are."

ary To Pove nresented the two ontions available to loyal school systems
-- the `state administered rrant-in-aid nrorram or funds for a local staff
e.evelcnment Elan. he rfl'or empl'ar:s or tne Kcal develorrent n1Pr runt

rroyinion of in- service rrogrars Oesirned tc cornetencies
necensary to r'eet the identific,! student needs.

1aer mcClend ':cu ;ere' the concentrated classes with fort,,-
eigh -our3 cc instruction eouivalent to five ouarter 'our:: or collece
credit for salar7 increrent. Cott, County ta^ used the rian with muc- success.

Suggested Readings:

Pruner, Terore S. The Relevance of rducation. "new York: W. W. Norton and
Co., Inc., 1971.

Dixon, John. Crowth throurh !Thrlish. Reading, Fnpland: rATF, 1067.
95-106.

Pr.

Evertts, Eldonna L. (cc!.) inr1ish and Reading in a Changing World. Urbana,
Tll.. rcTr, 197'.

ruthrie, James W. and Edward Wynne. "ew rodels for American education.
rnplewood Cliffs, !;.J.: Prentice-Pall, Inc., 1071.

Shaver, J.P., and A.r. Larkins. Decision- "akin' in a Democracy. Poston:
linurhton-ifflin, 1973.

Theory into Practice: roeels of Staff Development. Vol. XI, !!o. 5. Columbus,
nhio: Ohio State University, 1972.

Trumn, J. Lloyd. Images of the Future. Wasbinpton, D.C.: Commission on
Utilization of Staff in the Secondary School, 1959.
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PTA:-IN r ANr -r TFACPP:r OF FrrITF,

rresenter-: Te,,n rreenlaw, Ynivernitv or reornIa

t'o:,ert 1errold1,, "nvernitv of -eorria

7r. 'orrolds discunnec' rrircirles and ntrater?en For wonlinn with )'if h

school tent to heir ther irnrove readinr rp rave shecific

sunnentiorr to rnrlish derartrent chairmen ror interratrn wort' in Inrlis

and rer%dinn.

T'e rrirary erol.aniF of 7r. rreenlaw's rresentat!on irt,,nrat'nr

readinn and rnnlinn, or lahnuare artn, in the elorentar and mid4lo

The di.ztr:huter a handout lintinn sources or ;nrrrrAtion are'

qurreste 7=eadinns:

7xon, 'o: n. rrowt, tnrounh rnrl:sh. -ePeir, 71-11-,1: 1(16'. nn. 24-31.

'all. rary Ann. Teachinr Peadirn as a Lanruare ry7er:ence. rclurhus, r!fo:

rmles F. "errIll ruilishirr Cornar7.

Feilran, Arthur N. and Lolres, rlinaheth Ann. erunnlinn Larnua--- 'T.', the

Teachinr of =eadinr. Colurl,us, Ohio: Charles r. merrill PulAinhinr

Corrany,

a-1 .r, oz. al. rhanne for Childrer: Tdean and Activitie,, rev- Ind'y'dvoli-

zinc Instruction. l'al'sadrs, raliforr!,n: ^or,(',fear 1"1:11;nr rorhanY.

!s.e. 7orr's N. and Allan, P.V. Learning to read Throurh 7xrerienre.

vor: reredith 7)111lishinr Comoanv,

jallace rrranizinn for Individual Nfrerenoen. reward, f)elaware:

International F.eadinr Association.

. a e A. Cree:ve or '-'e,-dIrr "!terature in the rlerentary

cc:,00l. Poston: Allyn arc'. i,acon, Inc., 1°67.

(-71v, %,..,-efz A. 'redtive 7eaci-:nr c' tne !annum-E. Arts in the 71eren*arYr

Cchool. :-oston: anc racon. Inc., 271:! P!., 1c273.

=taurfer. -le 1,71n -1 are F>enorence Annnopoh to tl-e Teac~:nn nr

:;ew ",irnr an: 7ow -ullIcler-,
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AN VALUE IN CLAS:..E0CM
': :

"arie Sneparo, boug"tery .:ounty Scnools

C._avto: Co.ntv flchois

A esign for an Englidn C,_rri.,.olum is toe curriculum guice for Lan-
guage Arts Currizulum in ;eo/gia. nas toe content and structure
necessary to uuild a Co-C,1 idn,'Ua,:e arts ;rogram at dil leVeis Of learninp.
ne str.rot.:re and content are eas:.4y tc it toe needs, abilities

and interests of all tcaooers dOO stdents.
Ar integrate language arts curriculum is the primary aim beninu

tne Jesi,-n, a :using together or reading, Lnglisn, spe.:ling, listening,
wrt. n::: an integatec whole to pro.!,ce commun.:(d'Ion

:..--pnasis is Traoe.: ;.r,scr:ing ,,ommchloation sc his tnrcugn
tne Kesoarch an. .1.,c:wery teacn:n:, motnods are tut

jo wcr?:snop type learnino zen-ers 4.re many leveLs c multi-media aro
grouoed for effective utilicatioh oy learners. The teacner ta-,es the
rcie of faoilitat-r acting in a consultative or advisory cap ity.

The tnree presenters ris,,usser tneil use ot tne Design informally;
two used slides in toe r.oenlation. Each representeJ different scnocls
and earth demonstrated the value at the Curriculum guide in the hands of
resour-eful, innovative teachers aui supervisors.

Questions from tne audience indicated tnat many were not aware of
t oe materials availae nor ot toot toe materials nod been
:ielc tester in varioL.s ; ot tne tjt e. It:evera. excellent handou's
were given to tne rarti inants.)

Sluggeste.:

n.a%e, 'Abert 4. Uee You, : dear YJ,n, Yor're OK: Hu.:'anizing toe
Lngoisn ournar; City 1.174), pp., 41-4t,.

"erome rh,- Process of Lcucation. Clmoridge, Mass.: Harvard
niversity Press,

.owar: ..amfrirge, Masu.:
,niversif:y Press,

Chum, Aloert, The (leranium on toe Window Sili Just Died 1)ut Teacncl
You Went Aigot On, A dariin hst nook.

Pader, Daniel. Tne Nakec Cniirren. New Yor- : Mac-i. lan Company, :

, 3turent-c-nt ere : .2.v : .u: ,

i-icugnton-Miffiin Company,

Waynant, Louise F. Learning Centers: A ]Inice :or Lf!e-7tive
Penn.: :nstr..-tc 20rr., 1,
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2.;. MILESTONES AND GUIDEPOSTS: ASSESSMENT OF TRENDS IN CURRICULUM DESIGN
Presenters: Shirley James, Georgia State University

Edieann Biesbrock, Brenau College

Snirley James defined the key words in the title and discussed
the reasons for the emergence of new trends in curriculum design. The
trends in curriculum design grades 1-8 tthich were discuss_-i included:
1) individualization of instruction via use of learning centers, learning
contracts, and independent projects and activities; 2) open curriculum
programs; 3) experiential criented curriculum; and 4) behaviorally oriented
curriculum.

Edieann Biesbrock presented an assessment of trends and factors
relating to tne secondary curriculum. She said, "Every civilized society
fas.licns a curriculum from whicn the young of the society emerge educated.
Depending upon the philosophy of education, the goals and aspirations
of tne society, and its views of the youthful responsibilities and obli-
gations in pre..erving that same civilization, the curriculum is molded
into a unique system. These same concerns have produced such diverse
products as the militant training and physical endurance of the Spartan
culture, the music and art schools for production of artists and musi-
cians in the European city states, and the "life adjustment" -Irriculum
in 20th century American schools." In a media presentation, she presented
the concerns of the schools in tne 1970's -- concerns for the type of
society that our current teenagers will find they have inherited.

Questions from the audience conc'rned (1) coping with parents and
others who want a return to the basic skills and (2) teacher preparation
for an experienced-based curriculum.

Suggested Readings:

"Focus on Curriculum," Ehglisn Journal; 63, 4 (April 1974), Dr. 29-89.

Kentucky State Department of Education. New Directions: New Dimensions,
English Language Arts in Kentucky. Frankfort, 1968.

Knowlton, Ruth E. "The Memphis English-Language Arts Living Curriculum,"
Elementary English, 51, No. 5(::ay1974).

Postman, Neil and Charles Weingartner. Teaching as a Subversive Activity.
New York: Delacorte Press, 1969.

Sieber, Sam and David Wilder. The Scnool in Society. New York: Free

Press, 1973.

Silberman, Charles. Crisis in the Classroom. New York: Random House, 1970.

Van Til, William. Curriculum: Guest for Relevance. Boston: Houghton-

Mifflin Company, 1971.

and Davi.1 Wilier. SecohL:ary Scnool Improve:Aent: Challenges,

Humanism, Accountability. Boston: A'lyn and Bacon, 1973.
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21. MEDIA LITERACY FOR SURVIVAL
Presenters; Jerry Sparks, University of Georgia

Dan Nirby, University of Georgia

Visual Communication is Basis for Verbal Communication (summary) - Jerry Sparks
nost of our communication is so unconscious tnat we are unaware

that it occurs. Although much of our communicating is in the form of

spoken and written words, a greater quantity takes the form of a visual
medium, Tne central question to be approached is whetner we can gain
significantly by teaching coth information and emotions through pictures.
Teacning in tnis medium, additionally, would help prepare students to
use available meaia more effectively.

Media Literacy for Survival (summery) - Dan KirLy
The concept of literacy is constantly expanding. Englisn not only

refers to just literature and gramma; Put encompasses tne wnole of language
arts -- especially communications -- and is one that teachers of English
must learn to deal with. The concerns of the teacher should be beyond
tne teaching of institutional media such as tne newspaper, television,
motion pictures, and mass communication. if it is to be effective and
relevant for kids, it must include tne non-print media and music which
are an important part of their environment.

Questions centered around sources of films, faculty conflicts,
involving students active4 in producing in media, and specific classroom
situations.

Suggested Readings:

Baca, Robert O., (ed.) Communication: The Art of Being Understood.

New York: Haskings House, 1963,
Browne, Ray B., and David Madden, (eds.) The Popular Culture Explosion.

New York: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1972.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent f.anguage. New York: Doubleday, 1959.

Lacey, Richard A. Seeing With Feeling: Film in the Classroom. Phila-

delphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 1972.
McLuhan, Marshall. The Medium is the Message: An Inventory of Effects.

New York; Bantam Books, Inc., 1967.

Nye, Russel. "Notes" for an Introduction to a Discussion of Popular
Culture," Journal of Popular Culture, IV (Spring 1971).

Purves, Alan. How Porcupines Make Love. Lexington, Mass.: Xerox College

Publishing, 1974.
Rosenberg, Bernard, and David Manning White,(eds.) Mass Culture Revisited.

New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1971.
Schramm, Wilbur, and Donald F. Roberts, (eds.) The Process and Effects

of Mass Communication. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971.

Schrank, Jeffrey. Teaching Human Beings: 101 Subversive Activities

for the Classroom, Boston: Beacon Press, 1972.

(See Reaaings under ,p9)

CJIJ
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22. TPFNDS IN THE TFACINr rF rNcl,Icr Ir -Er EAPLv cPADFr
Presenters: Carol Fisher, University of Ceorria

Perry Natarella, rniversit of reorria

There anpear to he two ra4or comnetinr emphases in Larruaae Arts
instruction: accountability and individual expression. Elthourh at tires
these two conflict with each other, they are not necessarily contradictor".

additional research and effort, we Thould e a'. le to measure tle -ore
creative. individualistic affective sills.

lanruage arts the nressures of accounta!ility are evidence,'
continl.ec: standardized testinp, rational Assessment in oral and written commu-
nication, the development of local curiculur in teavioral is r' anal

rrowth or nerformance-hased cr corretence-hased prorrars.
The effects of other disciplines -- esneciallY nsvclolorv, linpuistics,

And osvci'o-linruistics -- has to rote accurate or realistic lanruPae in
children's textbcof,s. and a ':.eater r.p-reciatIon or t'e re3ationshin hetween
lanauare development ar.:1 a:ilitv to rea,'.

'Mere is treater em-hasis en individualizina t!-e' lnruaae art- curr:-
culur. This 's aprarert in a nuri.er or wav: d;a-,not'c rr Pre-crirtive
te,Ichinr nrorrams, rrogramred cr mrter'..11s, '-
chils-iren of tasks or activities, use or learninr center- rorc larauaFp
exnerierce or individual .'row .ictPcted stories.

There is also -cre em7hasis on creativity: a rhild's nee, to ey7lere
his word ant. the world or lanauare without the imposition of ar:ult standards.
This is shown in the work in writin^ si-ories and roerE, in roverent and
imprevised dramatics, in finrer ard storvtellin-.

Fugaested Peadings:

rurrcws, Alvina T., Dianne I. rcnson & Pussell r. rtauffer. New Eorizons in
the Languape Arts. NEW vork: Earner & Pow, 19/2.

Carlson, Puth Kearney. Literature for Children: rnrichrent Ideas. Puhunuc,
Icwa: C. Frown Compan- Publishers, 1970,

Evertts, Eldonna L. ed. Explorations in Children's t4riting. rrhana, Ill.:
NCTF, 1970.

Lane, r. and r. Vern. An Arproach to creative :ritinr in the Primary School.
London, Enpland: Plaokie, 1967.

Leavitt, wart Day and David A. rchn. rtop, Loo!-:, and ::rite `:env "or: Pantam
Pathfinder, 1969.

McIntyre, Parbara M. Creative Drama in the Elementary school. Itasca, Illinois:
F.F. Peacock Publishers, Inc.. 1'74.

roffett, James. A Student-Centered Lanruape Arts Curriculum, rrades 11-1.: A

Handbook for Teachers. Poston: Pourhton mifflin Co., InT7777evisee 197:1)

Smith. James A. Creative Teaching of the Lanruare Arts in the Flementary School.
Roston: Allyn and Eacon, 19E7.
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23. TRENDS r!: T"F TEAC!'INn rr ENnLicr IN TFI n-A7F
Presenters: John r. Dic!,inson, nwinnett Count'. Schools

Jane Payne, Clarke County Schoole

John Dickinson discussed the goals of the 'Addle School. ;:e said that
these goals must he realistic in terms of students' lives and teachers' lives:
that teachers must set coals or the roals will be set for them: that teachers
rust assr ".,'hy are we teaching what we are teacl-'nc": that teaoier7
let stu-'ents hPln set coal;. !e co,,clu'e' that teec',er-. .2.=0

na':ural characteristic-. o' "iee'e t-c^co1 student-. "ctay Paterr."

s'ane Payne eiscussee groun orrani7ation for learrinr. The organization
is hale :' on grow- eevelonrent and rakes use of rePr evaluation. Activities
include learninr centere, library assignrents, readin' (set ur by levels).
social studies and lancuace arts (heterogeneous) rrcuns. Tfe :.1.si^nrents
renuire grow" cooneration. Croup work unuallY follows direct teachinr,.

1-7uggeste,' Peadings:

Abercro-,hie, ". L. Aims and Techninues of "roue Teacfing. London:

rartner, Alan, ear" Kohler and Prank Piessran. rhilerer Teach crildren.
New vork: Farner & Pow, 1971.

nlasser. Schools Vithout Failure. Mew York: rarner & Pow, 1959.

vason, Fdwin. Collaborative Learning. !under.: Uard Look Feucational, 1972.

voFfett, James. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, rrades K-13.
New vork: Fouchton Yieflin, 1973.

Overly, Donald E., et al. Humanizing Fducation through the "iedle School.
Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones, 1972.

Topers, Carl. Freedom to Learn. Columbus. chic: Ohio niversitv press, 19F9.

Stanford, rene and Albert E. Poark. Human Interaction in Fducation. Poston:
Allyn and :?aeon, 197u.

Stapleton, Peter T. "Make-It-vourself Fxams for Do-It-vourself Fnplish."
English Journal, C2. 2 (February 1973), pn. 275-277.

Torrance, Paul and P.F. Myers. creative Learning and TeacLing. rew vork:
Mead nnd Co., 1977.
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24. TRFNDS IN 7,7 TFACFINC nF ENrLISI. I! THE UPPFP ("TAUS
Presenters: Jean -iller. Clarke county Schools

Nancv Houghtaling, Putts County Schools
James ii. Sledd, Visiting Professor, University of reorgia

Jean "iller discussed the evolution of the Friglish Curriculum from a
traditional, teacher-oriented approach to the rresert student-centered

. :ts name imt lies, a stucent-centered curriculum makes the
'center of ahstractior.' anc the teacher becomes, not only an

instructor, hut a ruie and resource person as well. Activities within such
a curriculur are designed to enhance 'discovery of self' through doing as
well as listening, and to rake the Process of learning as eniogable as possi-
ble. A humanistic approach to the teaching of English is evident in the
curriculum structures, content, activities, and methods of English.

Prawing upon her own teaching experience, Nancy Foughtaling described
specific classroo procedures that coul.:. be used in teaching literature. She
stressed the neeJ to esta-lish realistic goals and to adapt materials and
technicues to t1-e and comabilities of individual students.

Suggested l'eF.1:.rs:

Furton, 7wight L. Literature Study in. the Figh Schools. pew York: Holt,
Pir.ehart and Winston, 1970.

Fagan, Fdward R. and Jean Vanden. Classroom Practices in the Teaching of
nglish 197C-71. Urbana, Illinois: l'rTF, 1970.

Fowler. nary F. Teaching Language, Composition and Literature. Yew York:
YcCraw-trill Book Co., 1965.

(luth, Fans P. inplish for a New r,eneration. rew York: "ccraw-Pill Co., 1973.

Hippie, Theodore W. Tenchil:r Fn; lisb in the qecondarY Schools. "ew York
"ac"illan Co., 1973.

Judy, sterhen Fxmlorations 1 :. the Teaching of rnriish: A Source Pool for
7xnerirental Teaching. New Yor : "odd, "ea( and Co., 1974.

ed. Lecture Alternatives in Teaching Friglish. Ann Arr(or,
"ichipan: camPus Publishers, 1971.

Logan, -arY 'van and Tames '-;euire. Teaching Language and Literature.
New York: l-iarcourt Brace and World, 1°69.

Purves, Alan C. How Porcupines Yale Love. Lexington, "asechusetts:
rollege Pubiish:ng Co., 1972.

"ice Frank ". English and Its Teaching. Lincoln, rebrasla: Professional
Fducators Publication. 1:nc., 1°72.

c,human, P. :'eird, ed. Creative Approaches to the Teaching of nglish.
Illinois: r. F.. Peacock Publishers, 1974.
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James ri, Slead:

Pfter thirty five years of teachinr (rainy' harpy and mainly masted), I'm ruite
sure that when I look for present trends I see only the shadows or r" own
mistakes: and I would never have consented to inflict myself upon "ou if my
hosts at reorria had not been so kind, thi, summer, that it would he rude to
say no to anything they ask. They asked me to talk -- for no longer t'-an
twenty minutes. I am, therefore, dut,' bound to er't speech of the nrescrihed
duration, but iustead of "°resent Trends' my title should 1-e Prohahly "Pratfalls
Pevisited."

Pit some strange linkage, the image of the pratfall evokes in my mind the
image of the tripod -- the old trinod of lanruage, literature, and composition
on which our profession sits enthroned (or lies imnaled). When I emerged from
graduate school, the evangels of structural linguistics were winning their
first numerous converts among the heathen peearopues: and I shortly' , loined
them in assuming the missionary stance. Our spiritual progeny, for a time,
were numerous, and I am not persua,:ed that we did more harm than our anrroxi-
rate contemporary, the Senate's super natriot Joe "cCarthy, whose own sins,
were they enacted on the nres(.nt stage, would seem little more than amiable
eccentricity: but our gospel was like the seed that snrang un nuicvl,, vet
having no root, soon withered in the sun. Only °au] Poberts nrofitably
walked the water from traditional to structural to transformational grammar:
and (if I may say so with no disrespect for the memory of a gifted man) Paul
Poherts was lucky that he did not have to make the further nassape from
Syntactic Structures to Aspects of the Theory of Syntax and thence to genera-
tive semantics and case grammar and the pullulating theories of the young
linguists of today, the cleverest generation, intellectuall, in the history
of linguistics -- and trio least likely to say one word that will he useful to
high school teachers. '11, guess is that is Poberts had survived his fall in
his Ponan bathtub, he would by this time have (lone two hooks on social dialects
and would he hard at work on women's language.

Traditional philology, structural linguistics, generative grammar of various
kinds, generative semantics, and now the hot rich dubious "ell -broth that the
sociolinguists are serving up -- the activit" has been irmer.se, but the gains
for high school teachers by no means commensurate. he chief accomnlishment
of the structural linguists was to discredit the traditional grammarians,
whose work, it should be noted, nrovides the frame for the traditional histories
-- the only real histories -- of the English language and also cor our English
dictionaries. generative gramrar in its turn has been debased by such annl'-
cations of it as transformational sentence-coLbining, and sociolinguistics
has Fiven us bidialectalism, a device for raving black folks talk like white
folks so that they can join the whites in promoting inflation, denletion,
Pollution, and the exnloitation of the undeveloped countries by more subtle
forms of slavery. The history of applied English linguistics in ry day can
only be called inglorious.

vet T Persist, like many others, in trying to Lee0- such linguistics as I know
to new teachers every year. If I should 1-,e ren.uired to 111.7tiry the expenditure
of the tax-naming Texan's money in this enter-rim, T would nrivatrlv remark
that it allows re to keen bees beside 1-1,e Pedernales; but P Public iustificaticn
could hardly be so scrupulous. I sunnose I might say that new teachers should
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learn something serious about the nature of language and its place in human

life. rood approaches to those central Questions might be the study of the

nature, history, and social functions of standard languages 1.1 general and

the particular history of the rise of English to its present status as the

most popular language in the world; but no approach will be successful if it

weakly avoids the technicalities of grammatical theory. Since with a few

exceptions most of the fashionable applications of linguistics strike me as

either dubious or trifling, I would hope that my students in their turn would

not bother too much about them but instead would give their students some

understanding of what it means to sneak and to speak some dialect, standard

or nonstandard, of late twentieth century rnplish.

To turn from the linguistic leg of our tripod to composition is to turn from

general confusion to utter chaos, from neurosis to dementia. of the last two

composition courses which I directed or devised, one was based on classical

rhetoric and the other, with the label "Literature and Composition,' on a

vulgarization of Aristotle's Poetics. Very probably neither experiment proves

anything more than my age and the fact that the first, best Years of my

Professional life were spent in the old College of the University oc Chicago.

The chief conviction which those and other exneriments have fixed in my mind

is that nobody can teach anybody to write but that some people can help others

to learn if they want to learn.

The sources of that strange desire are multifarious, and largely beyond our

control: requirements for admission to colleges, refusals by girls to go to

bed with boys, the narcissistic love of one's own maunderings, the pure love

of shared inquiry, the itch for upward mobility, the necessitx, of forming a

self or selves, and God only knows what else. I am pretty skeptical of the

efficacy of exhortation to get motivated. Most talk about finding a personal

voice simple encourages the public searching of souls where there's nothing to

search for; and since English classes are further removed from reality than

anything I know except Richard Nixon's protestations of innocence, I don't

think we'll ever have many students whom we can really help to write. Nothing

much would be lost, except our jobs, if separate, reauired courses in composi-

tion were just abandoned.

Yet there will always be some students, ours or not, who do need and want to

learn, and I hope there will always be some teachers who can help them. A

grammar may be useful in this effort because without one, nobody can talk to

a student about the linguistic surface of his writing; but to make grammar

or grammatical exercises central is stultifying. If I should ever finish the

book for workaday writers which I claim to be composing, the whole truth

about composition will be revealed. Meanwhile, I will simply urge the impor-

tance of one concpet -- the concept of controlled inference. A workaday

writer is trying to tell somebody something, but because he can tell only a

little bit of what he wants to tell, he must go choose and arrange and utter

that one bit that his reader will tell himself the rest. The workaday writer's

work is getting his reader to work with him. You will understand what I mean

if you ask yourself what a well-turned literary allusion used to do, or how

a sardonic wisecrack can destroy both its object and its suicidal maker, or

what you know of Auden and his view of Housman when he says that Housman "kept

tears like dirty postcards in a drawer."
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With that quotation I arrive at literature, though the fear of uncontrolled
inference restrains me from continuing the metaphor of the tripod. In sneaking
on this subject -- because I'm, a long wav from home and have so small an audience
-- I will do the unforgivable and express some feelings (they are too wishv-
washy to '-)e called ideas) which flow from my own life, are quite nossible
nhonv even so, and almost certainly will provoke an embarrassed silence. Pow-
ever:

For five hundred years, white Europeans have exrloited the other races of the
earth. Our craving for more things -- for upward mobility, a continuously
rising standard of living, a grosser national rroduct -- that lunatic craving
compels us to rob and bully and enslave less powerful nations: and vet our
craving is itself a form of slaver", an addiction, because it can never be
satisfied. The crowds of people who hustle hack and forth on Atlanta's free-
ways, like their counterparts everywhere else, detest their wav of life but
are acraid to change it; and their children, our students, are more and more
disoriented and despairing. Nobody who has children has missed seeing that
despair. Anyone with the guts to look can see it aronp students here in Athens,
this summer -- young people who know how crazy the world is, who feel themselves
driven to conform to its craziness, vet who want desperately to find that good
universe next door where they can beliee in what they are and what t^ey do.

It would be preposterous, of course, to suggest that literature can cure these
ills, just as it would be grotesque to pretend that a teacher's life-forces
are inexhaustible; yet my own needs, if nothing, else, drive me to look for
ways to keep my balance, for purroses that will rake me pet un in the morning
now that the blind urgency of life has weakened, for some antidote against
the poison of preferring death. At the risk of gross absurdity, I suggest that
maybe, for sume few students and few teachers, good books -- and particularly
good fiction and good poetry -- ran be part of a survival kit. Instead of
adding bars to their prison by changing their language to make them upwardlY
mobile, we might give some of our studnets a hacksaw and a file -- i.e., the
high pleasure of intelligent reading.

I'm not suggesting the soulful oratory of teachers who like to be called
"exciting" as they babble about books. At least before streaking made nudity dull
too, excitement could be produced in less damaging ways. Just as I think a
man finds his voice in writing, not by looking for it, but by doing the job
which brings him to his typewriter, so I think a man can draw strenpth from
his reading only if he learns how to read well. That means hard work, close
analysis, and every other practice -- if necessary, even critical theorizing --

which promotes understanding without murdering pleasure. Teachers will still
have to teach, not vaporize, if they see literature as one means to survival.

So I conclude: with a struldbrug's reminiscence. In Decatur Pigh School in
the closing 20's, our English textbooks were called Literature and Life. Just
forty-five years after entering Miss Mary Lou Culver's freshman class, I shame
myself by suggesting that a better title would change and to for. Almost none
of my adolescent convictions has survived. Like most of my classmates, I suppose,
I chiefly regret my cowardice and docility: we didn't do enough of the things
that we were told were wronp. Yet somehow we depression hahies, the infants
of World War I and the adults of World War II, were slow to learn the distaste
for life, for living, which is everywhere under the deceptive surface of our
children's days. Maybe if we English teachers of all apes would live more

1
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ourselves, quit worrying so muco abcut conformity, respond more generously
to toe rowdy, randy folks whose ;OOK3 we tirst neuter ana then embalm
in our courses in literature, maybe thoo our courses would help an occa-
sional lost soul to abhor toe aeaaly sin of loving what is deadly. Of
the current trend to suco romantic nonsense it toat is what it is --
I heartily approve. Worse than a pratfall in never getting off it.

:LACH::NG ENGLih IN lHE FIRDF CI CU-oECL
Presehters: Fluine Douglas, Valley State College

Mary Ann IlioNmah, Cainesvie junior Cc]._eg'e

oonalu Barnett, University of Georgia

Toe session cpenea wita Richard Rystrom, the moderator, presenting
i paper entitled, "The Pop-Comp-Slop." Foe paper outlined the teacner's
responsibility -to teach students now to structure what they want to commu-
hioate ana toe emotional responses toey want to trigger." Poe second part
of toe paper discussed some principles which would be essential, in his
view, to the kind of First-year Englisn experience' that is necessary and
desirable,

Elaine Douglas gave a talk concerning what toe teaching of English
in the first year of college o'.iont to 1,e. Her emphasis was on toe levelop-
mental course in to sense of "leading each student to nis maximal poten-
tial in toe expression of nis ideas . . .

Mary Ann Hickman gave an account of the freshman English program at
Gainesville Junior College. Her main torust wr- toward how to make the
students dnaerstaha the real nature of toe strdcture of the 500 worn- theme.
She presente.1 some slide's to show now she accomplishes tnis.

Finally, Donald 9'arnett explaine,1 toe procedure used in teacoing the
freshman to write at tn, University of Georgia.

Audience reaction Jas spirited and evoked many thoughtful questions
and comments. Again and again, one idea was emphasized: the need to make
other members of toe English department recognize their responsibility to
help students continue tnat development of communication skills.

Suggesteu Readings:

Gipson, Walker. Seeing and Writing. New York: Longmans, Green, 19')9.
Halverson, TJhn, and %casco Cooley. Principles of Writing. New York: The

MacMillan Company, 1965.
McCrimmon, James M. "Will the New Rhetorics Produce hew Emphases in the

Composition Class?" College Composition and Communication; XX, 2
(May 1909), pp. 1'4-130.

Mills, Barriss. "Writing as Process," College Englisn; 15, 10 (Octomer
1953), pp. 1-9-20.

Smitr, Ron. "The Composition Requirement Today," College Composition and
Communication; XXV, 2 (May 1974), pp. 13ii-143.

Tate, Gary, and Edward P.J. Corbett, (eds.) Teaching Freshman Composition.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1907.

Winetrout, Kenneth. "Communications," The Journal of Higher Education.
February, 1950.
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:;omenony asKed to yesterday morning, "how can you possibly assess
a conference tnat contains sevehty-five sessions?" And I must say that
tnat is a question that nas remained with me the past two days. Add to
that toe fact that toerc are tnree nundred people in attendance here,
it means tnat tnere are 300 different and ecually valid views of what

peen going at tne conference. So i dm godng to take Ramon Veal literally
in his invitation to depart from tne "assignment," and not talk about the
oon:erence at all. Ratner won-d like to tell you a couple of stories
anout my <id.

:he first too\ placo about tnree years ago when Stephen was tnree
jars It was a warm summer evening after supper, and no was
stanaing on tic of our apartment. ne nad his elbows np on trio
railing and was staring off into the sunset. My wife and I were inside
naving coffee. Sne was a it concerned with tne possibilit; of paint-
and-lead poisoning,and sne called out to him,"Stephen, are you chewing
on that rail?" Ha thought about tnat for a minute, and then turned and
said to us, "No, I'm wondering on it." That struck me as a very exciting
use of language. it was creative; it was original metaphor; it was
nignly effective in communicating (and it also occurred to me later that
it was slightly ungrammatical). cut tnat use of language by d tnred-year-
olu ::dS CO MO to provide me wit:: a very useful metaphor; for tne ways in
wnintn pheple learn to use language not only as prescnoolers nut also
as annits is through a process of wondering with language, exploring
Witty it, t_,;*Ing it out on the fringe of grammaticality as our experiences
expani..

Now Stephen is six years old and Ills patterns of wondering nave
cnanged, ]ust as his language "wonders" in different ways. 'Ibis week

my wife pointed out that his pattern of response to some of his books is
cnanging, One of his favorites and one of mine, I must confess is

Dr. Seuss's If I Ran the Circus, tap story of a boy named Mcf;urkus wino
imagines wnat it would De like if ne ran a circus in the empty vacant lot
benind Sneelock's Heneral Store. In typical Seuss fashion Mcurkus fan-
tasizes 3DOUt the oirchs. Tne climax: "At the top of the tent, look, the
star of my show/great daredevil Sneelock, tne world's greatest type/comes
pu.f.ioc tnrough tne air sy tnree Subrian snipe / an.; a dingus contraption

attacned to his pipe/,',Iile people below bite their nails off in frigat/
great Sneelock soars up to a terrible neight." This was always the nigh
point of tne book for Stephen; he would just stare in enchantment at the
picture of Sneelock, soaring up, pulled by the snipe. This past week
wnen we reached that section, he mustered all the rational cynicism a
six-year-old can, and said to my wife, "Mom, you know three birds really
couldn't pull a man up that nigh." It was interesting for several reasons.
First of all, as my wife and I discussed it, it was sad to see tnat stage
disappear. (I suspect Santa Claus is going to be the next victim of his
six-year-old rationalism.) But it also occurred to me that there is no
less delight for Stephen in reading Dr. Seuss at this point (which I enjoy
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because it means we can continue to read the books from time to time).
Within tne past six months Stephen has reached a point wnere he is
interested in knowi:v now tnings tick: He likes to know how things
work; he likes to take tnings apart; ne collects tnings (we are being
inunuatea at the moment with treasures he finds, bottle caps, paper
clips, anytning tnat he can carry in his pockets he brings home). We
now go through Seuss not simply gazing in we and wonder at the circus
that Noqurkus is building, but talking about the various contraptions
tae "dingus contraptions" -- tnat Suss has invented for us. In short,
there is no less wonder in what he is doing; it's just a different kind
of wonder, and it's the kind of wonder tnat is expanding as he matures.

Last year Stephen went to scnool for the first time, quite excited
about the whole thing. We were the ones biting our nails off in fear
and anticipation. He had had a very successful preschool experience
and was looking forward to school; we were wondering just how we would
cope with it, wondering specifically what would happen when he met his
first teacher. Would ne get a good teacher? Would it be a teacner who
would build on the kinds of tnings that he was doing, was interested
in, and so on? (I think as an education professor I have always worried
about what I'd do tne first time I ran into a teacher who was doing
tnings I found reprehensible? Do I storm in and tclk to the principal?
Do I flasn him my Ph.D. diploma? Or, more sensibly, does one just stand
back and hope for the best?) Fortunately, Stephen ran into a teacher
who did all he kinds of things we were eager to have happen. She liked
to read to the kids; she liked to get tne kids to tell stories; she took
dictation and at least once a week Stephen came home with a small booklet
or a story that ne had written and illustrated. So at tne end of the
first year in school, his language power had increased enormously; he was
getting into the beginning stages of reading; he liked to write.

As I tried to suggest yesterday, I feel the odds are that within
tne next twelve years Stephen will encounter a good many more people
like his first-year back. So my wife and I are, if not entirely relieved,
at least moderately confident that he will continue to grow, continue
to possess that sense of wonder about language.

To draw an analogy, it seems to me tnat the teaching art is in
fact very much like that process of wondering that people go through
when they grow in tneir use of language. For teaching very clearly is
an art, not a science. There are no set rules; there are no set methods;
there is a great deal of exploration and wondering and testing tnat
must go on in the process. This is also sometning that isn't always
as pleasurable for us as it is for the kids, because experimental teaching
and teaching that involves a lot of wondering and exploration is not
always comfortable; the fear of failure is always there, and it is more
likely and more eviaent wnen one is doing experimental teaching than
when one is pursuing the traditional curriculum, studying grammar, and
so on.

Lawrence Ferlinghetti has talked of wondering as well, and I would
like to read from a poem of his called "I Am Waiting." It is one of
my favorites.

. . . I am waiting
to get some intimations
of immortality

by recollecting my early childhood
and I am waiting
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or tne green mornings to come again
,,reen :

come c icr\ again

I ar waiting
:or strairs of u:yrefleiitatet art

inaNe my typewriter
anu I am waiting to writ*,
the :'teat inie:i.).e poem
and I am waitin,

for tne last 1,:ng careless rapture
and I am perpetually waiting
:or tne fleeing 3overs

on tne 'Thecian Urn

to catch each other up at last
and embrace
ant I am awaiting

perpetually anu forever
a renaissance of won.:er.-

I now turn to my one anu on.,.y comment about tne conference tnat
we've peen involverl in tnese past two days: Based on tne conversations
that I have .mac Wit% a goon many of you and the sessions tnat I have
managed to attend, it seems to me tnat the renaissance of wonder is alive
anu well in C-aeorgia. Tne hinds of questions tnat you are asking seem
to DO important and significant ones. It seems to me that a lot of people
nave goo,i answers to many of tnose a.uestions, but the people who are
offering answers are of:ering tnem un tentative basis. I haven't iourfl
anynoly in tne past two .says who is presenting a cure-all or, for '.(1 at

'latter, anyone who expects to find one. I'vo very much enoyed tne past
two :ays, and I have enioyed cuatting with you and having an opportunity
to .1.) a little wondering wit.: you.

-From "I Am Waiting," A Coney Island of tne Mind Copyright .1.1:358
Lawrence Feriinghetti. Reprinted by permission of New Directions Publishing
Corporation.
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C.ENTS AND SUCLOTICN"-: CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

Comments from tne recor.:ers' reports ,nu from tne iuncneon groups
will Le invaluable to tne program committee. From them tne committee
will ,:f 3W con:i:ence an,: :in- uireLtion for planning tne Fourtn Annual
Conference. Excerpts from the suggestions are given here:

4HAT ASPECTS CF THIS CONFERENCE WO= Y.T3 RECOMMEND INCLUDING IN FUTURE
CONF -.

ENCEC?

Conferees suggested:

- Having keynote speaker available for personal conferences
- Classroom teachers FS presenters

- Presenters pre-planned for conference ratner than "just be there"
Conference cn Thursday ano Fri,lay instead of Saturday

- Variety of p.3ople atten-ing lunoneon (including presenters), more Look
livision of metno,:s, ano curriculum instrument procedures

Into elementary, 'unior secondary
- bring Stephen Judy

- Advance registration anc selection ot groups
- Dr. availability was ne,lpful
- Seminar organization

- Pre-planning sessions for participants for each session
- Tne excnange of actual procedures -- practices wnich wo-ked in the

classroom

- Continued emphasis on media in tne classroom
- Demonstration and participation sessions
- Same format

Classroom teachers as presenters; use students
- Foxfire session

- Some programs with two sessions so we can study an area in deptn
- Time for snaring with counterparts; for instance, sessions for teachers
wno teach Humanities

- Reading sessions, language sessions
- Two full days for conference
- Format excellent (groups, teacher presenters)
- Sharing practical and tangible methods of classroom procedures

Present format, duplication of group sessions

WHAT ASPECTS OF in: CONFERENCE WOULD YOU SUGGEST CHANGING IN FUTURE CONFERENCES?

Conferees suggested:

- Have group leasers limit "input" to allow members of group more time
to discuss

- Group leaders need a chance to meet before group meetings to prevent
overlapping

- More organization among presenters before presentations
- More demonstrations and less theorizing
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- Time limit for the presenters to enable more discussion
Less concentration on tr,-nds in Georgia and more emphasis of national

trends
Increase time between afternoon and evening sessions

- More participation by tnose who deal directly with the problems

- A 'curriculum smorgasbord" -- swapping units or curriculum for elective

courses, etc.
- More time, begin on Thursday morning about 10
Have banquet Thursday night -- forces acquaintance nich no other situation

does

- Workshop centers tnat can ciange topics/speakers: teachers can attend

to exchange ideas
- Media workshop session would be much better than lecture

Limit presenter to 2 per session
- During tne year, poll teacners abut problem areas

- Narrow scope of grades covered so that interests are similar

- More audience participation; more demonstrations; more practical sug-
gestions; some teachers have ideas they want to communicate but no

one has the time to listen
- Describe content ,g)re
- Title often not clear enougn for choosing

- More time to attend group meetings

- Have more people involved in planning the programs

- More information on small group sessions with pre-registration data

ADDITIONAL REACTIONS

Conferees commented:

- There needs to be a time at the end for wrap up and answering questions

More audio-visual equipment available
- More space for seminar presentations

- Include ihformation about program participants in the written programs

- Why was so much time and money spent on the old and revised state curri-

culum guide and no reference was made to it except in one small session?

Is it our guide or not?
Good preparations on part of presenters in effort to make presentation

meaningful
- Allow more time for audience participation and discussion

- This conference provides a great opportunity for Georgia teachers of

Englisn. Thanks for all your efforts in our behalf!

- Provide opportunity for individuals to confer with the "Specialists"

- The conference should involve more of participants

- Have display area for teachers to bring their ideas and projects that

have succeeded to be shared, possible giving handouts
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TENTATIVE PLANS FOR 1975 SUMMER CONFERENCE

Thursday, July 24
10:00 11:30

11:30 - 1:30

1:30 - 2:15

2:15 - 3:15
3:'15 - 4:00

4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 8:00
8:00 10:00

Friday, July 25
9:00 12:00
9:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 12:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 12:00

12:30 - 2:00

Opening General Session
Book exhibits, Lunch on your own,
Meeting of program participants
Major sessions:
A. Reading, Literature, and the Language Arts
B. Communication Skills
C. Dramatic Activities
D. Composition
E. Student-Centered Teaching
Discussion groups 1 12

Refresnment break
Discussion groups 1 12 (Repeat)
Dinner on your own
Choice of activities
Film Festival
Pop Culture and the Teaching of English
The Georgia Design and Quarter Programs
ETV and the English Language Arts

Book exhibits
Discussion groups 13 - 24
"Bring and Brag" (Teaching displays)
Discussion groups 13 - 18 (Repeat)
Discussion groups 19 - 24 (Repeat)
Luncheon

Each of the major strands will have its own "keynote" presenter.
The discussion groups that follow will grow out of the major sessions.
Thus, conferees will have time to pursue topics of interest in depth
through the repeat sessions, or tney may move to a uifferent discussion
group. Tnere is also more time to visit book exhibits and interact with
program participants and other conferees.

The "Bring and Brag" session Friday morning will give teachers an
opportunity to share their accomplishments with other teachers in a tan-
gible way. The field is open, and teachers who have materials, activities,
etc. to share should contact Dr. Hugh Agee at the University about parti-
cipating in this phase of the program.

All levels of the English language arts elementary, middle school,
high school, post-high school -- will be included in the program scope.
More details on the discussion group topics will be available in a program
brochure to be distributed in May.

Dr. Hugh Agee, program Chairman
125 Aderhold Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602
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A Note from the President of GCTE, James M. Brewbaker;

"Renewal" has Peen cnosen by NCTE for its unifying theme at the New

Orleans convention in November of '74. Nothing, in my view, better cha-

racterizes what goes on at our statewide conferences than the notion of

renewal -- renewal of ideas, renewal of commitment and attitudes, renewal

of friendships among teachers from opposite corners of the state, renewal,

to be sure, of people who care about kids in English classrooms. Renewal

is what I come to these conferences for, and I have never left empty-

handed. That's why I keep coming back.
The cynic will break in at this point to say, "Yeah, but what about

your 'renewed' teacher in September? Will she really be a better teacher?

Will the ideas gathered in Athens get to the kids?"

Of course she will! As a Columbus teacher said to me at the close

of the last conference, "Dammit! I haven't seen so charged up about

teaching for years. Just let me at those kids!" Almost protesting her

neightened commitment, this teacher forcefully expressed what I believe

is a common experience among conference participants, cynics notwithstanding.

As I tell teachers when I visit district GCTE meetings, "Just ask those

who have peen. They know."
The conference, of course, is a najor undertaking sponsored jointly

by GCTE and the Language Education Departent. Let me take this opportunity

to stress the importance of supporting the conference through active mem-

1)ership in the Georgia Council. Now while the idea is fresh in mind --

take the time to renew a lapsed membership or to affiliate with GCTE for

the first time. An application is attached for your convenience.

GEORGIA COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 1974-75

Please complete all sections of the application. Please print.

Miss Sister

NAME Mr. Ms. Dr.

Mrs. DISTRICT

(circle one) Last

ADDRESS

First Initial

GRADES
TAUGHT

STREET OR BOX NUMBER

city state zip

TELEPHONE
NUMBER

NAME OF
SCHOOL SYSTEM

Are you a GAE member? ( ) yes; ( ) no

Are you an NCTE member? ( ) yes; ( ) no

Membership dues for the 1974-75 year in the Georgia Council of Teachers of

English are $5.00 or $9.00 for two years (through the summer of 1976).

Make check payable to GCTE and mail it to:

J. Alvin Railey
Membership Chairman, GCTE
1941 Warm Springs Raod, 6-C

Columbus, Ga. 31904

IMPORTANT: WHEN JOINING THE GEORGIA

ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATORS, PLEASE CHECK
"TEACHERS OF ENGLISH" IN THE APPROPRIATE

SPACE.


